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Discrete random media are collections of explicitly-deﬁned scatterers distributed ac-
cording to an underlying random process. Examples include blond hair assemblies, piles
of soap bubbles, sand, and snow. High albedo discrete random media exhibit smooth
high-order scattered radiance that depends not on the speciﬁc instance of scattering ge-
ometry but instead on the statistical properties of that geometry.
Thisdissertation proposesthree newtechniquesfor renderingdiscreterandom media
that accelerate the computation of high-order scattering by assuming its smoothness and
by limiting the computation done using explicit geometry. The ﬁrst technique precom-
putes bulk scattering properties for spatially and directionally homogeneous discrete
random media, then uses them in a path tracing method to take large steps through the
core of a medium. The other two methods focus on rendering multiple scattering in hair
assemblies, although the methods can be applied to other discrete random media as well.
One method is a two pass photon mapping approach that uses a 5D data structure to esti-
mate scattered radiance values while preserving their directionality. The other method is
also a two pass method, but instead of a particle map it uses a grid of spherical harmonic
coeﬃcients to store radiance and to eﬃciently calculate scattering integrals.
These new methods are among the ﬁrst to render discrete random media accurately
and eﬃciently, with the third technique being able to estimate multiple scattering in
blond hair several orders of magnitude faster than a Monte Carlo path tracer, in roughly
the time it takes to render the single scattering component.BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
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ixCHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Hair assemblies, soap foams, and granular materials are all very diﬃcult to render real-
istically for several reasons. First, they are composed of a very large number of individ-
ual scatterers that are clearly visible in even moderately close-up views, requiring the
modeling of tens of thousands of hair ﬁbers or millions of soap bubbles. Second, the
individual scatterers can have a very high albedo, scattering a large fraction of incident
illumination via reﬂection or transmission. This leads to light transport paths that have
a very large number of scattering events yet still contribute signiﬁcantly to the outgoing
radiance distribution. Finally, as in the case of hair and other organic materials, individ-
ual scatterers can have very complex directional scattering behavior arising from their
microstructure, which produces characteristic anisotropic directional features in multi-
ply scattered light. Properly accounting for all of these complexities using conventional
rendering methods can require days of computation for a single image, which is simply
too long to be useful in practice.
In this dissertation we propose several new methods for rendering these types of
scenes eﬃciently. The key insight that makes this possible is that the local arrange-
ment of individual scatterers in these scenes is governed by a random statistical process.
While the exact locations of scatterers is important for low-order scattering, the high-
order scattering resulting from one set of scatterers will closely resemble that of another
set of scatterers produced by the same statistical process. If we can understand the bulk
scattering behavior directly from the statistical process then we can use it directly to
simulate high-order light transport and avoid the complex explicit geometry entirely.
Moreover, posing the problem in this way makes it resemble the problem of rendering
continuous scattering media like clouds and colloids and so we can adapt methods for
1rendering continuous media to work in the discrete, macroscopic scatterer case.
In particular, we present three new methods for rendering scenes such as these,
which are referred to here, just as in the optics literature, as discrete random media [72].
Chapter 4 describes a method to precompute bulk scattering properties over various dis-
tances for spatially and directionally homogeneous discrete random media, including
but not limited to volumes full of glass spheres or other randomly oriented specular
scatterers. These scattering parameters are then used in a path tracing method once a
certain number of scattering events have occurred in the explicit geometry to acceler-
ate path generation and provide direct illumination estimates from within the scattering
volume.
Chapter 5 proposes a method to deal with the more broad class of spatially and
directionally heterogeneous discrete random media, speciﬁcally focusing on rendering
assemblies of hair ﬁbers. Unlike the case of homogeneously distributed scatterers, hair
orientations are often locally similar to one another, which results in very strong ori-
ented scattered radiance distributions. In order to capture these directional features, we
devised a higher-dimensional extension of the volumetric photon mapping method [25]
that estimates scattered light adaptively with respect to direction in addition to the adap-
tive spatial estimate that traditional photon mapping proposes. The result is a two-pass
method that can render light colored hair assemblies in hours on a single machine as
compared to the days of computation needed to generate an equal-quality image using
Monte Carlo path tracing.
Finally, Chapter 6 further improves upon this hair rendering technique by estimat-
ing scattered radiance using Spherical Harmonic basis functions computed on a grid of
points within the hair volume. This approach avoids the large memory overhead re-
quired to store the photon map as well as the slow high-dimensional density estimation
2step that is needed to determine scattered radiance from the map. Spatial and directional
accuracy can be controlled by setting the grid cell width and number of Spherical Har-
monic basis functions to use, and scattered radiance can be estimated eﬃciently using
the spherical harmonic coeﬃcients directly. This method produces results comparable
to the previous photon mapping results in a fraction of the time, and can be used to cre-
ate animated sequences free of temporal aliasing and other artifacts in an average of 12
minutes per frame.
In addition to these three chapters of work, Chapter 2 describes many of the funda-
mental ideas that our work builds upon including existing rendering techniques, a more
extensivediscussionofdiscrete randommediawithspeciﬁcconsiderationsfor rendering
hair assemblies, and the mathematical concepts of Spherical Harmonic basis functions
and Non-Negative Matrix Factorization. Chapter 3 presents a brief history and survey of
prior work related to the areas of hair rendering and the rendering of continuous volumes
to provide context for our contributions. Chapter 3 also addresses three cases where
publications with goals and/or methods similar to ours appeared concurrently with the
publication of our work; this chapter will diﬀerentiate between these concurrent works
and discuss their respective strengths and weaknesses.
3CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
This dissertation proposes three new methods for rendering discrete random media,
all of which use many of the same basic techniques and build upon a common rendering
framework. This chapter serves to introduce the reader to these fundamental rendering
techniques in the context and language in which they appear in this work. For further,
more detailed descriptions of the rendering techniques discussed here we urge you to
consult the materials cited in the following sections.
2.1 Rendering fundamentals
The most basic goal of physically accurate rendering is to take as input a complete
description of a scene, including surfaces, materials, volumetric eﬀects, light sources,
and a virtual camera, and produce as output the image created by all of the light emitted
by light sources that falls upon the virtual camera’s image plane. That light may arrive at
the camera directly, or by scattering any number of times from the surfaces and volumes
in the scene prior to reaching the image plane. The challenge of physical rendering is
to devise methods for simulating this full light transport problem that are both accurate
and computationally eﬃcient.
The complexity of rendering depends heavily upon the types of objects and mate-
rials present within the scene of interest, and it is common for rendering algorithms
to focus on a particular subset of objects, materials, or types of light paths in order to
improve performance or enable rendering of new classes of objects. For instance, the
original ray-casting methods allowed rendering of basic primitive surfaces (like planes
and spheres) made of simple materials (like ﬂat paint) and only considered light paths
4with 1 or 0 scattering events along them. Later eﬀorts added support for new types
of scattering media (such as translucent solids like marble, or volumetric media like
fog), materials (such as brushed metal, human skin, or ﬁnished wood), and light trans-
port paths (with algorithms like recursive path tracing, which accounts for all possible
scattered paths). While some of these extensions simply require new local shading cal-
culations within an existing rendering algorithm, others require fundamentally diﬀerent
algorithmic techniques. For a more thorough treatment of these methods please consult
the textbooks of Pharr et al. [57] and Dutre et al. [10].
2.1.1 Rendering equation
At the core of physical rendering is the need to know the amount and directions of en-
ergy that arrives and departs from points on surfaces (ignore volumetric media for now)
within a scene. Intuitively, for any given point on a surface and in any given direction,
the total radiance leaving that point in that direction is the sum of that which is emitted
by the surface in that direction and that which arrived on the surface and reﬂected into
the given direction. In 1986, Kajiya [27] formulated this idea mathematically in what is
referred to as the rendering equation, which we rephrase here:
Lo(x,ω o) = Le(x,ω o) +
 
H2
fs(x,ω i,ω o)Li(x,ω i) cos(ωi,n)dωi
L is the quantity radiance, the amount of light passing through a given area and solid
angle. Lo is the outgoing radiance from a point x in direction ωo that we’re interested
in during rendering, and this equation states that this quantity is the sum of the emit-
ted radiance Le and the integral (over the hemisphere centered on the normal vector n,
measured with respect to solid angle) of the product of the incident radiance Li with the
value fs of the bidirectional reﬂectance distribution function (BRDF) that describes how
5light reﬂects from the surface. By convention, we let both ωi and ωo point away from
the surface.
In order to render an image, we need to estimate the radiance traveling toward the
camera through each pixel of the image plane. Radiance is invariant along straight lines,
so the incident radiance in a given direction is equal to the outgoing radiance from any
point along the line in the opposite direction. Thus the radiance we seek is equal to the
exitant radiance from the ﬁrst surface intersected by a ray cast from the camera into the
scene; let this ray-casting function be xM(x ,ω), which returns the ﬁrst surface point in
direction ω from point x , and suppose a particular eye ray intersects a surface at point
x. To calculate the exitant radiance toward the camera Lo(x,ω o) using the rendering
equation, we must be able to evaluate the quantity Li(x,ω i) in the scattering integral.
The invariance of radiance along lines tells us that Li(x,ω i) = Lo(xM(x,ω i),−ωi). Thus
the rendering equation becomes
Lo(x,ω o) = Le(x,ω o) +
 
H2
fs(x,ω i,ω o)Lo(xM(x,ω i),−ωi) cos(ωi,n)dωi
Now the recursive nature of this equation is clear: in order to evaluate the outgoing
radiance at a point, we must know the outgoing radiance from the set of other points on
other surfaces that are visible from that point.
2.1.2 Monte Carlo integration
The integrals in the previous section lack analytical solutions for all but the most simple
scenes. One technique for evaluating integrals such as these numerically is through the
use of the Monte Carlo method.
ThemainideaoftheMonteCarlomethodisthatbyevaluatingafunctionatanumber
6of randomly sampled input values and averaging together the results, you can get an
estimate of the integral of that function. The more samples you consider, the better the
estimate becomes. As a simple example, consider ﬁnding the fraction of the area of a
dartboard contained in the bullseye: if N darts are thrown uniformly randomly over the
entire area of the board, then intuitively the number of darts striking the bullseye divided
by N estimates the area fraction in question, and that estimate improves as N increases.
To formulate this idea mathematically, consider a function f(x) and a probability
density function p(x) of a continuous variable x. Recall from probability theory that the
expected value of f(x) is deﬁned as
E
 
f(x)
 
=
 
f(x)p(x)dx
Another way of estimating the expected value of a function is by averaging together
the values of f(x) for many randomly chosen values of x:
E
 
f(x)
 
≈
1
N
N  
i=1
f(xi)
By equating these two representations of E[f(x)] we arrive at an equation relating a
function’s integral with a summation of function evaluations:
 
f(x)p(x)dx ≈
1
N
N  
i=1
f(xi)
Substituting g(x) = f(x)p(x) makes the left hand side fully general, and gives the
conventional expression of Monte Carlo integration:
 
g(x)dx ≈
1
N
N  
i=1
g(xi)
p(xi)
Thus to evaluate the integral of g we can simply choose random samples according
to a probability density function p, evaluate g at those points, divide by the value of
7p and average together the results. This technique will work for functions with any
number of dimensions, and for any choice of probability density function, provided that
the PDF is nonzero wherever the function is. This choice of PDF has a large eﬀect on
the rate of convergence of this estimation, as the more similar p(x)i st of(x) the less
variance there will be in the values of f(x)/p(x).
2.1.3 Path tracing
Monte Carlo integration techniques can be used to solve the rendering equation, as
formulated in Section 2.1.1, in a process known as path tracing. In order to evalu-
ate the outgoing radiance Lo(x,ω o) towards a pixel in the image plane, the integral
 
H2 fs(x,ω i,ω o)Lo(xM(x,ω i),−ωi) cos(ωi,n)dωi can be estimated by sampling direc-
tions ωi from the hemisphere around the surface normal according to a probability distri-
bution p(ω) and averaging the values of fs(x,ω i,ω o)Lo(xM(x,ω i),−ωi) cos(ωi,n)/p(ωi)
together. In order to evaluate the quantity Lo(xM(x,ω i),−ωi), a ray is cast from point
x in the direction ωi. If no surface is hit then the radiance is zero, otherwise another
scattering integral must be computed which again can be estimated using Monte Carlo
integration. For a complete description of path tracing, see the paper by Kajiya [27] or
the textbook by Dutre et al. [10].
Path tracing has many strengths, foremost of which is its ability to produce a com-
plete, unbiased solution to the rendering equation. Many other rendering methods are
not capable of estimating all types of light transport paths; for instance, paths involv-
ing specular surfaces (like mirrors and glass objects) or non-diﬀuse/glossy surfaces get
ignored in methods like radiosity or ray tracing. Unfortunately, because of the need to
evaluate scattering integrals at arbitrary recursion depths, the convergence of path trac-
8ing to the correct answer can be extremely slow. Advanced sampling techniques, many
ofwhicharedescribedbyVeach[73], canreducetheamountofvarianceintheseintegral
estimates, but even with those improvements path tracing can still prove prohibitively
slow in scenes with complex geometry and/or lighting.
2.1.4 Photon Mapping
One general class of methods that can lead to improved performance over forward path
tracing are bidirectional approaches. Rather than simply tracing paths from the cam-
era into the scene in search of light sources, bidirectional approaches trace paths from
light sources as well as from the camera, and then link these path segments together
to solve the rendering equation. Lafortune demonstrated one such technique, referred
to as bidirectional path tracing [36], which considers long paths in both directions and
creates full paths by connecting subpaths of those together. While more eﬃcient than
one-directional path tracing, the very large numbers of paths needed for convergence in
many scenes limit the usefulness of bidirectional path tracing in practice.
Photon mapping, introduced by Jensen et al. [24], is also a bidirectional method but
is a two pass approach: light paths are ﬁrst traced into the scene, scattering between
surfaces, and the resulting distribution of scattered radiance is stored in a data structure
(the photon map). During the second pass, eye rays are traced and the photon map is
used to calculate incident scattered illumination on non-specular surfaces. This decou-
pling of light and eye tracing leads to a computationally eﬃcient algorithm, although
not without the drawbacks discussed at the end of this section.
In the light tracing pass, light particles are emitted from light sources into the scene,
then scatter from surfaces into directions chosen in proportion to the surface’s scattering
9function. At each non-specular scattering event beyond the initial scattering event (di-
rect illumination is dealt with separately), a photon is stored in a data structure called a
photon map to track the movement of radiance through the scene; speciﬁcally, a photon
consists of a 3D point, a 3D incident direction, and an RGB value storing the power of
the light particle. Light paths are traced until the photon map reaches a target size, typi-
cally millions of photons. The photon map is decoupled from the geometry, and contains
a description of where scattered light can be found within a scene: in regions where the
amount of scattered radiance is high (such as caustics, or areas with high diﬀuse inter-
reﬂection), the density and/or power of photons will be high. A k-D tree is commonly
used to store the photon map, as it is well-suited to heterogeneously distributed point
sets and permits rapid k-nearest neighbor queries.
During the rendering pass, eye ray paths are traced to their ﬁrst non-specular surface
intersection, where indirect illumination is calculated from the photon map instead of
by further path tracing. A k-nearest neighbor search around the intersection point gives
density, direction, and power information that can be used to estimate the scattering
integral in the rendering equation (for complete mathematical details, consult the paper
and textbook by Jensen et al. [24, 23]). Provided that k-nearest neighbor queries are
performed eﬃciently, the use of the photon map for global illumination is considerably
faster than the other path-based methods discussed here.
One key feature of photon mapping is the introduction of spatial smoothing into the
indirect illumination estimates. This smoothing arises due to the ﬁnite resolution of the
photon map; nearby query locations will return similar sets of photons, which when
used in lighting calculations will produce similar answers. This type of low-frequency
artifact is often less easily perceived than the high-frequency noise characteristic of non-
converged path traced images. However, high-frequency illumination features (such as
10a sharp-edged caustic) can not be correctly resolved without an appropriately large num-
ber of photons in the photon map. As photon maps grow in size, memory consumption
increases in addition to the time required to generate the map and to perform k-nearest
neighbor queries—a tradeoﬀ between quality and eﬃciency that must be decided upon
prior to rendering each scene.
2.2 Discrete random media
The term discrete random medium has been in use for many years, particularly in wave
optics literature dating back at least to 1980 [4]. However, the term is uncommon within
the computer graphics community and so we provide here a formal deﬁnition that will
apply to all of the work presented in this dissertation.
We consider the word medium to mean a volumetric region within which scattering
is occurring. Often in graphics we seek to render a set of surfaces sitting in a vac-
uum, where light does not scatter or attenuate as it travels through space. The presence
of scattering media removes this assumption, and additional calculations will need to
be performed when light rays travel through regions that contain them. Prior to this
work, the types of scattering media considered in graphics were ones that are continu-
ous relative to the scale of the scene; examples such as fog, smoke, and milk all cause
interactions with light rays due to tiny scattering particles, but those particles are not
individually visible and therefore never explicitly represented during rendering.
The scattering particles in discrete media, on the other hand, are not invisible relative
to the scene and thus need to have their surfaces speciﬁed precisely. What sets these
objectsapartfromothersurfacesinthesceneisthattheyoccurinverylargenumbersand
in close proximity to one another, thus demonstrating certain bulk scattering behavior
11within their extent, much like a continuous medium does. Examples of discrete media
are soap foams, snow, sand and hair.
Finally, the term random refers to how scatterers are arranged in space and direc-
tion. One of the particularly interesting features of discrete random media is that even
tightly focused incident illumination becomes smoothly distributed after a small number
of scattering events. This is not necessarily the case if discrete scatterers have particular
structure—spheres, for instance, can be packed in a number of regular patterns that will
not have this property, nor will a volume of perfectly parallel cylindrical ﬁbers. Thus
we deﬁne discrete random media to be those media whose scatterers are distributed ac-
cording to some underlying random process. Speciﬁcally, it must be the case that if a
given discrete random medium is replaced with a new one generated using the same ran-
dom process, the eﬀects on the high-order scattering will be negligible. This deﬁnition
matches our intuition and observations of the example media listed above: for instance,
a vial of clear glass beads features sharp reﬂections from beads near the surface, but
takes on a soft white appearance behind those features as a result of high-order scatter-
ing. If you shake up the beads in the vial, eﬀectively making a new discrete random
medium from the same random process, the soft white high-order scattering component
will be indistinguishable from that seen in the original vial of beads.
2.3 Hair fundamentals
While many of the ideas in this dissertation apply broadly to all types of discrete random
media, Chapters 5 and 6 focus speciﬁcally on assemblies of hair ﬁbers. Hair is diﬀerent
fromtheotherspeculardiscreterandommediastudiedhereinseveralkeyways. Individ-
ual hair ﬁbers are extremely thin and approximately cylindrical; Section 2.3.1 discusses
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implementation. Additionally, hair ﬁbers have a distinctive surface microstructure and
cross-sectional shape that cause light to scatter from them in characteristic ways; Sec-
tion 2.3.2 describes the nature of these features and the resulting scattering behaviors,
and how our implementation accounts for them during rendering.
2.3.1 Hair representation
A typical human hairstyle consists of approximately 100,000 individual ﬁbers, each
of which has a diameter of 40 to 120 micrometers [61]. Although real hair ﬁbers are
smoothcurves, itisuncommontorepresentthemthiswayinarenderer. Instead, theyare
commonly discretized into a number of connected segments. One such representation is
as a list of vertices along the strand’s central curve, between which linear segments can
be drawn. These segments can be rasterized and drawn as lines in an image, but because
they are one-dimensional they can’t be intersected by rays as is needed in rendering
techniques like path tracing and photon mapping. Another option is to represent hair
ﬁbers using ﬂat triangle strips that are constructed to face the camera. While well-
suited for hardware rasterization, this too has problems being intersected with rays from
arbitrary directions as required by recursive ray tracing techniques because of their ﬂat,
two-dimensional shape. Illustrations of these two representations can be seen at left in
Figure 2.1.
To overcome this intersection limitation, a more accurate 3D representation of hair
ﬁbers needs to be used. Rather than lines or triangles, we use cylindrical segments
centered around the linear segments of the hair curve. In order to preserve continuity at
hair curve vertices, we construct a hemispherical cap at a single end of each cylindrical
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Figure 2.1: Hair ﬁbers can be represented in a variety of ways in a rendering system.
(a) a series of connected 1D line segments. (b) a strip of camera-facing triangles. (c)
3D cylindrical segments with spherical joints. (d) 3D cylindrical segments with miter
joints. In our implementations, we use cylinders with spherical joints due to their 3D
shape and greater amount of smoothness at the joints.
segment; an alternative is to extend neighboring cylinders to their mutual intersections
along the miter plane of the vertex, although this results in a lower degree of smoothness
along the outsides of joints, which may be visible in low resolution models. These three-
dimensional representations of hair are most useful in ray-based global illumination
rendering algorithms as they have a consistent shape in all views; diagrams of these
representations can be seen at right in Figure 2.1. Another feature of our representation
is that hair tangent directions are calculated and stored at joint vertices as an average of
the neighboring segment directions, and then tangents along cylinders are interpolated
from those quantities during shading. This provides smoothly varying shading frames
in spite of the actual underlying piecewise linear segment geometry.
Because of the extremely small width of hair ﬁbers relative to typical scenes (and
even relative to the spaces in between hairs in typical assemblies) we assume the use of
a far-ﬁeld model for shading and scattering. That is, we treat incident light and viewing
rays that fall on a given cross-section from the same direction equivalently, eﬀectively
ignoring variation along each ﬁber’s width. In our implementation intersections produce
shading records that lie along the 1D central line segments of a ﬁber, with the shading
14frame consisting of the interpolated local tangent frame described here previously. Dur-
ing scattering events, exitant rays originate from the central line and ignore intersections
with the inside of the hair ﬁber being scattered from during ray traversal. Additional ef-
forts were also taken to support ﬁbers with elliptical cross-sections, as opposed to only
circular cylinders. As with the tangent direction, we store major and minor axes of the
cross-sectional ellipse at each joint vertex and interpolate them when creating shading
frames. Axes are randomly constructed at one end of each ﬁber during initialization, and
are propagated by repeated projection into the miter planes of adjacent joints to ensure
ﬁbers with random, smoothly varying twists.
2.3.2 Hair properties
Human hair has a very distinctive microstructure as a result of how it is created by hair
follicles. As described and illustrated by Marschner et al. [50], hair ﬁbers are covered
in cuticle scales that overlap one another to eﬀectively deﬂect the surface normal vector
toward the root of the hair by a small angle, while also adding a degree of roughness
to the surface. The cores of hair ﬁbers consist of substances that attenuate light without
causing much scattering. These features are responsible for how light scatters from hair
ﬁbers to produce their characteristic appearance, and thus we seek to incorporate them
into our scattering functions and procedures as faithfully as possible.
Marschner proposes a far-ﬁeld model for direct illumination that is parametrized
by surface roughness, surface scale tilt angle, hair eccentricity, and hair absorption,
among other parameters [50]. Terms for each of the ﬁrst three reﬂection modes are
calculated and added together with an optional diﬀuse component to produce the ﬁnal
result, which reasonably matches measured scattered light distributions for several dif-
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Figure 2.2: Left: Scattering from the surface of an ideal dielectric cylinder. Reﬂected
ray r or transmitted ray t is chosen according to the Fresnel equation applied to normal
n, which is perpendicular to the ﬁber tangent. Right: Scattering from a cylinder with
tilted scales and a rough surface. Normal n is deﬂected by the tilt angle of the scales,
then randomly jittered based on surface roughness to produce new normal n . r  or t  are
generated proportional to the Fresnel equation applied to n , and thus get deﬂected and
distributed accordingly.
ferent ﬁbers. This model allows for the evaluation of the the scattering function for a
given pair of directions, which is suﬃcient for calculating direct illumination from light
sources. However, a path tracing renderer needs to be able to simulate scattering events
from hair ﬁbers, which amounts to producing outgoing directions given an incident di-
rection in proportion to the value of the scattering function, and the Marschner model
does not address this requirement.
In our implementation, we choose to generate outgoing directions by simulating re-
ﬂection and/or transmission at each interface of a canonical elliptical cylinder. At each
intersection with the cylinder, the geometric surface normal is shifted by the surface
scale angle toward the root direction and then randomly jittered according to the sur-
face roughness parameter, as shown in Figure 2.2. Reﬂection or refraction occurs with
probability deﬁned by the real-valued Fresnel equation applied to the incident and jit-
tered normal vectors, and when the scattered ray points inside of the cylinder it is traced
16to its next intersection and this process is repeated. This continues until an outgoing
ray is generated, and the ray’s power is then attenuated according to the total length of
the path segments inside of the cylinder. For increased eﬃciency at slight expense of
accuracy, a large number of these scattered directions and corresponding attenuations
can be precomputed for a number of incident directions and stored in a table, and then
scattered rays can be generated simply by random selection from the appropriate table
during path tracing.
2.4 Mathematical preliminaries
In Chapters 4 and 6, we rely upon the mathematical concepts of Nonnegative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) and Spherical Harmonic basis functions respectively to store and
operate on scattered energy distributions. While these topics are brieﬂy covered in sec-
tions of those chapters, this section will provide a broader introduction to the mate-
rial and some insight into our motivation for using these particular mathematical tools.
These techniques have been applied to other problems in computer graphics; for in-
stance, NMF has been used to compress and sample BRDFs [41] and to represent sub-
surface scattering [56], and spherical harmonics have been used for global illumination
[66] and for soft shadows [60].
2.4.1 Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization is a technique for dimensional reduction of large
datasets. Given input matrix X ∈ Rm×n, NMF seeks to ﬁnd matrices W ∈ Rm×r and
H ∈ Rr×n with r ≤ min(m,n) so that their product WH best approximates X. Unlike
17othertypesofmatrixfactorizationsuchasSingularValueDecomposition, NMFrequires
that all entries of W and H be nonnegative. This is particularly useful in problem do-
mains where negative values have no meaning; for instance in Chapter 4 values in our
matrix X represent probabilities that a light ray will scatter through a particular location
and direction, which are inherently nonnegative. We seek to factor X not just to reduce
its storage overhead, but to do so in a way that preserves our ability to sample according
to the original multivariate PDF represented by X.I fW and H are strictly nonnegative
we can sample an approximation to X by sampling W and H directly.
There are several methods for performing NMF. In the paper “Algorithms for Non-
negative Matrix Factorization”, Lee and Seung [44] formalize the NMF problem and
propose a simple iterative multiplicative updating method that is a variation of the gra-
dient descent method and is guaranteed to converge. In 2007 it was further demonstrated
by Lin [48] that faster convergence could be achieved using a projected gradient method
and provided a simple algorithm along with its implementation in MATLAB. In our ap-
plication of NMF, described in Chapter 4, we use Lin’s implementation as it proved to
be robust and eﬃcient.
2.4.2 Spherical Harmonics
The spherical harmonics are a set of functions that form an orthonormal basis on the
unit sphere. Originally described in the late 1700s, the functions have been studied ex-
tensively in many diﬀerent contexts including gravitational ﬁelds and electron orbitals,
and have recently been applied in computer graphics to problems including ambient
occlusion and global illumination. Analogous to Fourier basis functions on the line,
spherical harmonics are continuous and periodic along the surface of the sphere. They
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Figure 2.3: The ﬁrst four bands of real spherical harmonic functions, plotted in absolute
value. Positive regions are colored yellow, negative regions are colored green.
are organized in bands, with higher numbered bands containing larger numbers of func-
tions with more oscillations over the sphere; Figure 2.3 shows the ﬁrst four bands of
spherical harmonics. Spherical harmonics are complex-valued functions, but in many
applications (including ours) they are used to represent strictly real-valued functions
and thus the imaginary components are neglected. From here onward, we will assume
we are using real spherical harmonic functions, and simply refer to these as spherical
harmonics.
Deﬁnition
Spherical harmonic functions are deﬁned by an integer degree l ≥ 0 that corresponds
to the spherical harmonic band, and an integer order m ∈ [−l,l] within that band. Thus
there are 2l + 1 spherical harmonics with degree l, and (l + 1)2 spherical harmonics of
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We adopt the standard conventions from the physics literature for spherical coordinates:
θ is the polar angle, ranging from 0 along the +z axis to π at the −z axis. φ is the
azimuthal angle, ranging from 0 along the +x axis and increasing clockwise around the
+z axis to 2π. Quantities Nm
l are simply normalization factors:
N
m
l =
 
(2l + 1)(l −| m|)!
4π(l + |m|)!
Functions Pm
l refer to the associated Legendre polynomials, a set of real orthogonal basis
functions over the interval [−1,1]. Direct evaluation of these polynomials becomes
ineﬃcient as l and m increase; alternatively, values of functions of higher degree and
order are typically computed from lower functions using simple recurrence relations.
Details of these recurrences and eﬃcient evaluation of associated Legendre polynomials
can be found in Numerical Recipes in C [59].
For convenience, we will rename the spherical harmonics using a single index
Y1 = Y
0
0;Y2 = Y
−1
1 ;Y3 = Y
0
1;Y4 = Y
1
1;Y5 = Y
−2
2 ;...
Properties
Spherical harmonics have many properties that make them a good candidate basis for
representing functions of direction like scattered energy. Most importantly, they form
an orthonormal basis over the sphere: the inner product of any pair of functions is 1 if
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A function f is expanded into a spherical harmonic basis by expressing it as a linear
combination of the spherical harmonics with degree ≤ D
f(ω) ≈ fY(ω) =
(D+1) 2  
k=1
ckYk(ω)
In order to ﬁnd the coeﬃcients ck that produce the best approximation to f, we simply
project f onto each spherical harmonic function
ck =  f(ω),Yk(ω)  =
 
S 2
f(ω)Yk(ω)dω
The entries of the vector c are called the spherical harmonic coeﬃcients of the function
f. We say that fY ∈Y D = span{Y1,...,Y(D+1)2}.
Another important property of spherical harmonics is that they are closed under
rotations. Given fY(ω) ∈Y D, a rotation of this function f R(ω) = fY(R(ω)) (where R
is an arbitrary rotation function) will also be ∈Y D—no additional error is introduced
as a result of the rotation. Moreover, if the spherical harmonic coeﬃcients of fY are c
then the coeﬃcients of f R are Rc for a square matrix R that depends only on R. This
matrix R can be derived directly from the rotation R, and the rotated coeﬃcients Rc
can be computed in a number of ways. The most eﬃcient known technique is that of
Kautz et al. [30], wherein a rotation is expressed as three rotations around the z axis
interspersed with rotations around the x axis by π/2, all of which are sparse and can be
calculated eﬃciently. Closure under rotation proves important to the work in Chapter 6,
where scattered radiance is computed in a global frame and must be rotated into local
shading frames during rendering.
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computer graphics is that convolution of functions (integration of the product of the
functions) expanded in spherical harmonics can be expressed as a simple dot product
between the vectors of the coeﬃcients, as a result of orthogonality. Given functions
f and g, let their spherical harmonic projections are fY and gY with their vectors of
coeﬃcients c and d. Then
 
S 2
fY(ω)gY(ω)dω =
(D+1) 2  
k=1
ckdk
This is particularly useful in performing scattering computations, which are integrals of
products of a phase function and the incident illumination from all directions. Rather
than computing the integral using time consuming Monte Carlo techniques, we can
perform a much simpler dot product of the spherical harmonic coeﬃcients instead.
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PRIOR WORK ON HAIR AND VOLUME RENDERING
As discussed in Section 2.2, hair and other discrete random media consist of explic-
itly deﬁned macroscopic geometry yet demonstrate bulk scattering properties similar to
those seen in continuous participating media. A variety of algorithms have been devel-
oped for rendering explicit geometry, including some that properly account for multiple
scattering, but none can scale to support the geometric complexity of discrete random
media. Another set of methods exists for rendering continuous media, but they assume
inﬁnitesimal scatterers of known statistics, which prevents them from being applied to
discrete random media. This chapter will provide a brief history of the relevant ren-
dering algorithms for each of these classes of scenes, as well as describe some work
focused speciﬁcally on rendering hair. We go on to discuss a new class of rendering
techniques that bridges the gap between pure geometric and pure volumetric methods to
enable eﬃcient rendering of discrete random media for the ﬁrst time. Finally, we pro-
vide sections comparing our work to other concurrent publications with contributions
similar to our own.
3.1 Rendering geometry
Ray casting was ﬁrst introduced by Appel in 1968 [1] as a method for generating images
by casting rays through pixels of an image plane into a scene and shading based on the
ﬁrst intersection of those rays with objects in the scene. Whitted extended this idea re-
cursively in 1980 [80], allowing eﬀects like specular reﬂection, refraction, transparency,
and shadows, to be accurately simulated. In 1984, Cook et al. proposed distributing rays
across time, camera lenses, and light sources, which made possible “fuzzy” eﬀects like
motion blur, depth of ﬁeld, and soft shadows [9].
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[15]. Originally devised for heat transfer applications, it can calculate the interreﬂection
between diﬀuse surfaces in scenes which gives rise to indirect illumination and color
bleeding eﬀects—eﬀects that, at that time, pure ray tracing approaches could not render.
However, along with the formal introduction of the Rendering Equation by Kajiya in
1986 [27], a fully general Monte Carlo path tracing method was demonstrated that could
simulate diﬀuse interreﬂection but also all other types of light paths arising from all
types of materials.
One major drawback of Monte Carlo path tracing is that in scenes with very large
numbers of specular or glossy surfaces, the number of paths that need to be traced
is enormous and the time required for convergence becomes prohibitively long. An
improvement to Monte Carlo path tracing is to use bidirectional path tracing as proposed
by Lafortune and Willems in 1993 [36] and further developed by Veach [73], wherein
pairs of paths are generated—one from the light, the other from the camera—and all
paths formed by connecting preﬁxes of the two paths together are considered. This
can drastically reduce the amount of computation required when rendering scenes with
diﬀuse surfaces, but in scenes with numerous specular or glossy objects there is little if
any beneﬁt over traditional Monte Carlo path tracing as the connecting path segments
will rarely fall into the narrow specular lobes.
Metropolis Light Transport, developed in 1997 by Veach and Guibas [75], is another
bidirectional path tracing technique. It begins with a set of randomly generated paths
and then constructs new paths by mutating those paths that contribute signiﬁcantly to
the image. This works well in some scenes where multiple scattering is important yet
diﬃcult to ﬁnd, such as a room illuminated by light from an adjoining room or a scene
with a small number of glossy objects, but we expect its performance to be poor in
24scenes with hair or large numbers of specular objects as important paths are not similar
enough to one another that mutation would discover them.
In 1995, Jensen and Christensen [24, 23] introduced a new method for solving the
rendering equation called Photon Mapping. A two-pass path tracing approach, photon
mapping ﬁrst traces light from light sources into the scene and stores the incident radi-
ance distribution on surfaces as a set of oriented particles. In a second pass, ray tracing
is performed from the eye and indirect illumination is estimated based on the density
of particles in the photon map, rather than being determined by further recursion. This
method has proved much more eﬃcient than previous path tracing methods, particularly
in scenes featuring caustic eﬀects and non-diﬀuse surfaces. However, the accuracy of
photon mapping is related to the size of the photon map generated by the ﬁrst pass;
underpopulated maps produce spatial smoothing artifacts, while denser maps take more
time to generate and more memory to store. In spite of these limitations, we have been
successful in using two pass methods similar to photon mapping for rendering discrete
random media.
For further reference on these and other path-based rendering algorithms, please
consult Chapters of 5 and 7 of the textbook by Dutr´ e et al. [10].
3.1.1 Rendering individual hair ﬁbers
In order to accurately render individual hair ﬁbers, we need a model for how light scat-
ters from them. The ﬁrst such model was proposed by Kajiya and Kay in 1989 [28],
and treated hairs as opaque cylinders with ad hoc diﬀuse and specular components.
That model, while popular, had some shortcomings due to its non-physical basis: it was
not energy conserving, did not account for transmission and internal reﬂection, and did
25not have the proper behavior near grazing angles. In 1997, Goldman [14] introduced
a transmission term to the model which controlled the amount of forward and back-
ward scattering. In his PhD thesis, Kim in 2002 [31] went further by proposing a two
term azimuthal scattering function, better estimating reﬂected energy as a cardioid and
transmitted energy with a cosine lobe. However, even with these modiﬁcations the hair
shading model was still empirical and non-energy-conserving, and thus could not be
used to produce highly realistic renderings.
In 2003, Marschner et al. [50] proposed a new light scattering model based on ray
opticsin ellipticalﬁbers. Itproperly predictstheazimuthal variationincludingglints and
Fresnel eﬀects, as well as the longitudinal shifting of surface and transmitted highlights,
as validated by measurements of several diﬀerent hair ﬁbers. Although approxima-
tions were introduced to simplify glint calculations and to account for ﬁber eccentricity,
Marschner’s model stands as the most accurate hair shading model to date and it is used
for all direct illumination calculations in our work.
One important feature of these scattering models is that they are far-ﬁeld models—
they give the integral of all scattered energy across the full width of a ﬁber, rather than
varying across that width. This type of model is appropriate because fair ﬁbers are
extremely thin, and appear much smaller than the pixels of an output image for all but
the most close-up views. Using a near-ﬁeld model will introduce variation to shaded
sample values across each ﬁber, which are then averaged together to get a single pixel
value. Far-ﬁeld models avoid this variation altogether, and return the same value for
each shaded sample on a given cross-section; in close-ups where hairs no longer have
sub-pixel width, a near-ﬁeld model such as the one proposed by Zinke et al. [83] can be
used instead.
263.1.2 Rendering hair assemblies with shadow maps
The hair shading models in the previous section enable accurate direct illumination for
individual hair ﬁbers in isolation. However, ﬁbers in an assembly will cast shadows
upon one another, which plays a major role in the assembly’s appearance [28]. Shad-
ows can be computed by tracing shadow rays toward light sources, but the resulting
shadows from small lights will have very high frequency and appear unrealistically dark
without the inclusion of multiple scattering. One common technique used to generate
shadows in scenes with point light sources and designated shadow-casting geometry is a
shadow map[81], and in 1991 LeBlanc [43] demonstrated that shadow maps could also
be used to provide plausible shadowing in hair assemblies. However, the binary nature
of shadow maps treats hairs as opaque, failing to account for forward-scattered energy,
and also disallows fractional visibility within each pixel of the shadow map, resulting in
depth aliasing problems where relatively thin areas of hair will cast overly dark looking
shadows.
Deep Shadow Maps, as introduced by Lokovic and Veach in 2000 [49], overcome
some of these shortcomings by storing a piecewise linear transmittance function for
each deep shadow map pixel. This function accounts for fractional visibility as well as
absorption due to translucent hair ﬁbers, which can diﬀer across color channels. Vari-
ations of the Deep Shadow Map have also been proposed: Opacity Shadow Maps [32]
use a set of parallel planar slices to store transmittance functions that enable hardware
acceleration, and Deep Opacity Maps [82] further extend Opacity Shadow Maps to use
transmittance slices more eﬃciently and avoid artifacts arising from the regular spacing
of slices. All of these methods treat hair as perfect forward-scatterers with respect to
shadows, which while still not physically valid is a better approximation to shadowing
than using opaque ﬁbers. Unfortunately, this falls quite short of an accurate simula-
27tion of multiple scattering: without considering out-scattered energy along light paths,
numerous eﬀects including light bleeding across shadow boundaries and anisotropic
spreading of light across ﬁbers cannot be included.
3.2 Rendering participating media
Rendering geometryinthe presenceof participatingmedia suchas fog, clouds, or smoke
is more challenging than rendering in a vacuum because scattering events can occur
between surface interactions. Some of the algorithms designed for surface rendering
can be straightforwardly extended to handle participating media. For instance, Kajiya
demonstrated in 1984 [29] that direct illumination in volumes could be calculated using
ray tracing for volumes with varying density and albedo. Other ray-based methods were
also introduced that provided single scattering solutions for various types of volumes
with particular simplifying assumptions [68, 63], but without inclusion of multiple scat-
tering high albedo volumes could not be rendered correctly. Monte Carlo path tracing
can compute multiple scattering in arbitrary heterogeneous, anisotropic media [63, 62],
but is often prohibitively slow to converge; bidirectional path tracing [38] improves per-
formance but is still not an eﬃcient solution.
Another class of surface rendering methods that has been extended to work in partic-
ipating media is the radiosity approach. The Zonal Method of Rushmeier and Torrance
[64] was the ﬁrst such extension, and proposed a deterministic method to estimate en-
ergy scattering between voxels ﬁlled with isotropic participating media. A number of
otherdeterministicmethodswerealsointroducedtosupportanisotropicmediainlimited
cases, such as Discrete Ordinates [8, 51] and methods involving the Diﬀusion Approx-
imation [69]. However, Discrete Ordinates approaches tend to introduce errors due to
28discretization of light path directions, and diﬀusion-based methods fail in regions where
media are not optically thick.
The surface photon mapping method has also been adapted to support participat-
ing media with arbitrary scattering properties [25], by adding photons to a volumetric
photon map at light scattering events within the media and estimating photon density
in 3D rather than in 2D. Just as surface photon mapping can be orders of magnitude
faster than monte carlo path tracing, volume photon mapping is considerably faster than
volume path tracing. It also produces the same type of spatial smoothing artifacts as
surface photon mapping, which while erroneous are often preferable to the high fre-
quency noise present in unconverged path traced images or to discretization artifacts
from discrete ordinates.
For a more complete survey of participating media rendering algorithms, please con-
sult the work of Cerezo et al. [6].
3.3 Rendering discrete random media
The term discrete random medium comes from work in the optics literature motivated
by scattering problems involving rain, ice, snow, colloids, and other media with closely
spaced scatterers [18, 12]. Observations about attenuation [22] and retroreﬂection [35]
have been reported in experiments in this ﬁeld. In these ﬁelds long wavelengths or
small scatterers are often important, and full electromagnetic scattering analyses and
computations are the norm [72]. Cost and macroscopic scale have led us to methods
based on geometric optics instead.
As deﬁned in Section 2.2, discrete random media have an extremely large number
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of specular or glossy materials. As a result, many of the surface rendering algorithms
described in Section 3.1 are incapable of rendering these scenes. Radiosity approaches
do not scale well with scene complexity, and also do not readily support non-diﬀuse ma-
terials. Surface photon mapping does not deposit photons on specular surfaces, and even
for non-specular surfaces the small size of the scatterers would require a prohibitively
large number of photons to allow for accurate density estimation. And while Monte
Carlo path tracing is capable of supporting complex scenes and arbitrary materials, the
convergence rate is so slow on account of the large number of scattering events along
light paths that it cannot be used in practice.
This thesis presents three new methods for rendering discrete random media. Chap-
ter 5 describes a method published in 2006 that is speciﬁcally aimed at rendering hair
[52] but applies to other discrete random media as well. The method uses a modiﬁed
photon mapping approach that deposits particles along rays within the volume contain-
ing the hair, then estimates their density both angularly and spatially during rendering.
A similar technique by Zinke and Weber [85] was developed concurrently, and a com-
parison between that work and ours can be found in Section 3.3.1.
In 2007 [53], we proposed a method for rendering discrete random media whose
scatterers have a uniform density in space and are distributed randomly with respect
to their orientation, such as piles of glass objects or collections of soap bubbles. By
precomputing scattering within large, contiguous regions of media, we construct a rep-
resentation of the aggregate scattering behavior called Shell Transport Functions. These
functions are then used to accelerate Monte Carlo path tracing by taking large steps
through the core of the medium, avoiding geometric scattering events. That work can be
found in Chapter 4. The idea of shell transport appeared concurrently in a publication
30by Lee and O’Sullivan [45], where they applied it to continuous participating media. A
discussion of their work and how it relates to ours is presented in Section 3.3.2.
Finally, in 2008 we presented another method for rendering multiple scattering in
hair assemblies [54], which could also be applied to general discrete random media. A
two pass method, it ﬁrst traces light paths through a statistical representation of the hair
volume and stores the scattered radiance distribution as a grid of Spherical Harmonic
coeﬃcients. During the rendering pass, the scattering integral is quickly computed by
operating directly on the nearby coeﬃcients. These modiﬁcations accelerate the calcu-
lation of multiple scattering by a factor larger than 10 as compared with previous work.
Also in 2008, Zinke et al. proposed a fast, approximate method for estimating multiple
scattering in hair based on straight-line light transport [87]; a comparison with that work
and the spherical harmonic method can be found in Section 3.3.1.
3.3.1 Comparison of photon mapping methods for hair rendering
In 2006 Zinke et al. brieﬂy outlined an approach for estimating global illumination in
ﬁber assemblies using a photon mapping approach [85], similar in some ways to our
work originally published at ACM SIGGRAPH 2006 [52] and contained here as Chapter
5. Zinke’s method, as further described in his 2008 thesis [84], ﬁrst traces and stores
scattered light ray segments using uniformly spaced reference particles stored in a 3D
k-D tree. To estimate scattered radiance, a k-nearest neighbor search is performed on
these particles to ﬁnd those ray segments passing near a hair ﬁber, which are then used
to estimate the scattering integral in the viewing direction. The method is demonstrated
to work on a small number of ﬂood-illuminated scenes, with performance results similar
to our method, but with limited comparisons to reference solutions.
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tering in rendering hair assemblies, as well as the eﬀectiveness of photon mapping ap-
proaches to do so. However, we feel that our method has a few key advantages over that
approach and has been more thoroughly demonstrated to produce accurate results under
varying illumination conditions.
One diﬀerence between these two methods is in how they deal with the directionality
of scattered radiance. We have shown that multiply scattered light rays often maintain a
high degree of directionality in locally well-aligned hairstyles, and also that the scatter-
ing function of a hair ﬁber has very narrow lobes. This tends to produce regions where
the photons in a region point predominantly in one direction while the important lobe
of the scattering function points in another; in this case an enormous number of photons
must be located to estimate the scattering integral with any conﬁdence—and this is the
approach that Zinke takes. By contrast, our method is able to expand its search for pho-
tons in both its spatial and directional extent, thus requiring a much smaller number of
photons. While this extension requires a higher dimensional photon map, adding to the
cost of photon queries, we have shown its eﬀectiveness in several challenging lighting
conditions wherein we expect Zinke’s method would struggle.
As with all photon mapping methods, both of these approaches provide a trade-
oﬀ between the accuracy of the photon map and the speed with which it is generated
and accessed. In the case where fewer photons are used, the amount of spatial (and
in our case, angular) blurring increases, which in cases where the scattered radiance
distribution is smooth to begin with can still produce plausible images. Only in the
cases where there are hard shadow boundaries or other sharp illumination features do
these artifacts become apparent, and then only by comparing with a ground truth image
can they be quantiﬁed. In our work we provide these scenes and comparisons, and
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Figure 3.1: Two copies of the same photon distribution, with the majority of photons
pointing upward. A narrow-lobed scattering function is shown in blue, pointing down-
ward. At left, a traditional photon lookup where the 300 nearest photons are all found
and scaled by their scattering function value, but only 4 contribute signiﬁcantly to the
resulting radiance estimate. At right, our photon lookup samples a direction from the
scattering function, then ﬁnds 20 photons with locations close to the query point and
direction close to the sampled direction. All of the located photons contribute to the
radiance estimate, yielding a result with much less variance.
our algorithm was tuned for maximal accuracy by using as many photons as possible.
Because Zinke et al. did not include renderings with sharp illumination or provide many
comparisons to ground truth, it is diﬃcult to compare their performance and the quality
of their results to ours.
Finally, both approaches recognize that the contribution of multiple scattering varies
smoothly along individual hair ﬁbers. In our work, we introduce a robust ﬁber radi-
ance cache that performs multiple scattering evaluations lazily along ﬁbers, interpolat-
ing when a criterion based on the photon map lookup radius is satisﬁed. On the other
hand, the method of Zinke et al. performs evaluations at hair vertices and interpolates
between them. Our method has the advantages of being independent of the resolution
of the hair geometry and appropriately scaled for the simulation parameters.
333.3.2 Precomputing scattering in continuous media
In our 2007 approach to rendering discrete random media [53] we calculate the scat-
tering produced within spheres of randomly oriented discrete random media, and use a
factored representation of these distributions to accelerate path tracing. One observation
that we made during that research was that the method could be applied to homogeneous
continuous media as well—with the problem in fact being simpler than the macroscopic
scatterer case due to the lack of complications at the surface of the medium. However,
we found that only in the case of high albedo, very strongly forward scattering media
were the shell transport functions more eﬃcient than simply generating paths by sam-
pling the phase function directly, and thus did not include these results as a part of our
work.
In work performed concurrently to ours, Lee and O’Sullivan described a technique
that is very similar to our shell transport function approach applied to continuous me-
dia [45]. Their method performs a similar precomputation of scattering within a set of
spheres, each discretized into 16x16x16 bins of varying size, and then samples from
those probability distributions to “teleport” by shell radii during rendering. While we
use higher resolution shell PDFs, which we then factor using Nonnegative Matrix Fac-
torization to reduce storage overhead, they claim to not observe any artifacts from their
coarse representation when rendering continuous media. Using their method, they were
abletoacceleratepathtracingbyafactorof1.5to2formeshesﬁlledwithuniform, high-
albedo, forward-scattering media. In our unpublished results, we also saw a roughly 2x
speedup relative to path tracing, but the results of both their and our methods depend
heavily on the scattering properties of the medium and its shape and volume.
343.3.3 Comparison of spherical harmonic hair rendering and Dual
Scattering
In addition to our Spherical Harmonic hair rendering publication [54], ACM SIG-
GRAPH 2008 also included a second hair rendering paper entitled “Dual Scattering
Approximation for Fast Multiple Scattering in Hair” by Zinke et al. [87]. While these
works have similar goals—inclusion of multiple scattering eﬀects in renderings of light
colored hair assemblies—they use entirely diﬀerent methods whose results diﬀer in ac-
curacy and computational requirements. In particular, our method uses a two pass ap-
proach, like our ACM SIGGRAPH 2006 paper [52], but using a grid of Spherical Har-
monic coeﬃcients to store scattered radiance rather than a photon map. Our results are
still highly accurate and account for all light transport in the scene, but can be generated
20 times faster than the results of our previous method, taking around 12 minutes per
frame. The Dual Scattering approach, rather than considering all possible scattered light
paths, focuses strictly on hair interactions along shadow rays to estimate the amount of
“global” multiple scattering reaching any point, which is then multiplied by a “local”
scattering term to produce the ﬁnal radiance estimate. Their ray-based CPU algorithm
can render large assemblies of hair in 5 to 15 minutes, depending on the number of
lights and the version of implementation used. They also present a GPU-based im-
plementation that can render hair assemblies at interactive rates, although their results
suﬀer somewhat in accuracy as compared to the results of the CPU implementation.
Dual Scattering calculates multiple scattering as the product between two terms; the
ﬁrst term is calculated based on the hairs intersecting shadow rays, and the second is
derived from the single scattering function for an individual hair ﬁber. No consideration
is given to light paths that deviate from the straight-line path connecting render points to
light sources, and thus important eﬀects like light spreading across hard shadow bound-
35aries or light scattered by neighboring hair clusters simply cannot be included using
this method. Using the Spherical Harmonic approach, all of these light paths will be
sampled appropriately and thus these eﬀects are captured correctly.
Another diﬀerence between these two methods lies in the assumptions made about
illumination. The Dual Scattering approach, in its “forward scattering map” and GPU
implementations, relies on ﬁrst rendering the scene from the positions of a small number
(1 to 3, in their results) of point light sources, and thus cannot support other types of light
sources. Their “ray shooting” CPU implementation is capable of supporting arbitrary
lighting but must calculate shadow rays to all lights for each shading calculation, and
thus rendering time is proportional to the number of point light sources used (or number
of samples used to approximate area sources). Using the Spherical Harmonic rendering
approach, the light tracing pass supports fully arbitrary lighting, producing a single grid
of spherical harmonic coeﬃcients. The multiple scattering calculation is done in the
second pass using this grid, and thus its computation time does not depend at all on the
lighting conﬁguration—although the single scattering calculation remains reliant upon
it, of course. This is demonstrated in our animated results, wherein the lighting consists
of a large area source approximated by several hundred point sources, which would be
slow to render with any of the Dual Scattering implementations.
36CHAPTER 4
RENDERING DISCRETE RANDOM MEDIA USING PRECOMPUTED
SCATTERING SOLUTIONS
Volumes ﬁlled with macroscopic highly-scattering geometry such as soap foam,
sand, or snow are extremely diﬃcult to render due to the very large numbers of scat-
tering events along contributing light paths. In cases where scatterers are uniformly
distributed in space and isotropically oriented, however, it is possible to simplify the
calculation of high-order scattering by considering the aggregate scattering properties
of the medium instead of individual scattering events. In this chapter we demonstrate
this by precomputing scattering solutions for diﬀerent sized regions of a given medium,
storing them using Nonnegative Matrix Factorization, and sampling them as a means of
advancing light paths through the interior of the medium in large strides.
This work originally appeared in the paper “Rendering Discrete Random Media Us-
ing Precomputed Scattering Solutions” at the Eurographics Symposium on Rendering,
2007 [53]. Note that Section 4.6 is unique to this dissertation; it details the methods used
to generate the geometries that we rendered as well as methods for generating plausible
bubble foam geometries—scenes that were not ultimately used in this work.
4.1 Introduction
This work focuses on the problem of rendering complex, random three-dimensional
transparent structures. One motivating example is hair, which is made up of many ﬁbers
that are visible and therefore need to be modeled individually, but which exhibit smooth
large-scale behavior due to multiple scattering. Accurate multiple scattering solutions
canbecomputedbytracingraysthroughthegeometryitself[52], butastatisticalmethod
37Figure 4.1: Two photographs of glass beads illuminated by a spotlight. Left: a single
layer of beads. Right: a deep container of beads, in which light spreads by multiple
scattering in the volume.
for multiple scattering has the potential to be much more eﬃcient. Many scenes have
the properties of visible structure but smooth large-scale scattering behavior: air-liquid
foams, such as soap foam; crystalline materials, such as sugar or salt; a forest canopy
made up of randomly distributed leaves; a pile of glass beads or other transparent objects
(see Figure 4.1 for an example). We refer to these structures as discrete random media,
a term borrowed from the optical literature [72]. When specular reﬂection dominates,
these scenes are essentially impossible to render using established global illumination
techniques. For our purposes a discrete random medium is a volume ﬁlled with macro-
scopic scattering geometry that is generated by a random process: the speciﬁc arrange-
ment of the objects is not important for multiple scattering, and we can instead look for
the average behavior over the distribution of geometries that could be produced by the
generating process.
Discrete random media diﬀer from the continuous media commonly simulated in
graphics. In continuous media, light is assumed to interact with inﬁnitesimal scattering
38particles. This ensures that scattering events along a path are statistically independent.
In a discrete random medium, scatterers are often packed close together, which invali-
dates the independence assumptions underlying the standard formulation of volumetric
light transport.
This work introduces a new approach to analyzing and simulating light transport
in homogeneous, isotropic random media, which relies on shell transport functions,
a novel description of a medium’s scattering behavior across ﬁnite distances. Using
this formulation we show how the results of local scattering simulations can be stored
and packaged so that they can later be used to generate paths through random media
that cross long distances without considering individual scattering events. Finally, we
describe a new method for rendering homogeneous, isotropic random media that gen-
erates paths using precomputed scattering solutions that are compressed and randomly
sampled using Nonnegative Matrix Factorization.
4.2 Prior work
Light transmission in continuous media (known as volumetric light transport, or ra-
diative transfer) has been studied extensively in many ﬁelds; Chandrasekhar [7] and
Ishimaru [21] are good references on the basic theory. Continuous media are used in
computer graphics [6] to simulate visibility and other atmospheric eﬀects, light scat-
tering in clouds, and light reﬂection from translucent solids and liquids. Clouds and
translucent materials are most similar to the scenes we examine in here because they
are dominated by multiple scattering. For these cases methods based on diﬀusion ap-
proximations [69, 26] are often used. But because of the independence assumptions
underlying conventional radiative transport none of these methods can be used directly
39on discrete random media.
Our method is based on statistical path tracing and is related to the many methods
in this general class, including classic path tracing [29] and two-pass photon mapping
approaches [25, 52]. Like the hybrid method of Li et al. [47], we use distance from
the surface of a medium to switch from path tracing near the surface to a more eﬃcient
approach in the interior, but we address discrete rather than continuous media and use
an entirely diﬀerent method in the interior.
One method in the photon mapping category, described by Moon and
Marschner [52], also handles light transport in volumes ﬁlled with scattering objects.
That method, which is specialized to rendering hair, actually traces paths through the
geometry itself, and therefore relies on a memory-intensive 5D photon map to smooth
and cache the multiply scattered radiance. By contrast, our new method constructs paths
eﬃciently using a stochastic model, without considering individual scatterers, leading
to a simple and lightweight from-the-eye path tracing method.
Addressing a similar problem to ours from a very diﬀerent approach, Tong et al. [71]
presented an appearance capture system for quasi-homogeneous materials based on the
idea of using dense BTF-like data to describe eﬀects of local geometry and texture, cou-
pled to a diﬀusion model that describes longer-scale transport. Like our method, theirs
simulates the appearance of multiple scattering as viewed through a local geometry, but
their goals and methods are quite diﬀerent.
The term discrete random medium comes from work in the optics literature moti-
vated by scattering problems involving rain, ice, snow, colloids, and other media with
closely spaced scatterers [18, 12]. Our observations about attenuation [22] and retrore-
ﬂection [35] are well known from experiments in this ﬁeld. In these ﬁelds long wave-
40lengths or small scatterers are often important, and full electromagnetic scattering anal-
yses and computations are the norm [72]. Cost and macroscopic scale have led us to
methods based on geometric optics instead.
At the core of our scattering method is a numerical representation of a precomputed
shell transport function, which is stored in a factored form computed using Nonneg-
ative Matrix Factorization [44], a method that has been successfully applied to com-
pression, representation, and sampling of BRDFs [41], illumination [42], subsurface
scattering [56], and spatially-varying BRDFs [40].
4.3 Theory
In this section we explain the distinction between continuous and discrete random media
and introduce a framework for describing light transport in discrete random media using
precomputed scattering solutions.
4.3.1 Continuous and discrete random media
The radiative transport equation [21] is frequently used to model light propagation
through scattering media. In its integral equation form, this standard model relates the
radiance in the volume to an integral of itself. The radiance at a given point x and
direction ω, denoted L(x,ω), is:
L(x,ω) =
  tz
0
e
−σtt σs
 
S 2
fp(ω,ω
 )L(y(t),ω
 )dω
  dt + e
−σttzLi(z,ω) (4.1)
where y(t) is the arc-length parameterization of the ray, z is the point at which it exits
the volume, and tz is the distance from x to z.
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Figure 4.2: A 2D demonstration of the eﬀects of non-independent scattering events. A
circular region is ﬁlled with randomly distributed circles; on the right, the circles are
as big as ﬁts in the space, and on the left they are a tenth that size. The density of
circles is increased on the left to match the overall mean free path of the medium. A
large number of rays is traced through this geometry, and the far-ﬁeld distribution of
scattered rays is shown in the center, together with the result of a volumetric simulation.
The small, well-separated circles nearly match the volumetric solution, but the closely
packed circles behave diﬀerently.
The ﬁrst term in this equation describes the contribution of scattering to L(x,ω). At
the point y(t) on the ray, the light scattered in the direction ω is the scattering coeﬃcient
σs times the integral of the phase function fp times the radiance L in the medium at
y(t) over the sphere S 2. This scattered light is attenuated over the distance t at the rate
σt, known as the attenuation coeﬃcient. The second term describes the contribution of
transmitted light to L(x,ω): the radiance Li entering the medium at the end of the ray is
attenuated along the length of the ray before it adds with the scattered light. This for-
mulation of the radiative transport equation is commonly used in computer graphics [6].
This model is so widely used that we may easily forget that it is a heuristic approx-
imation, based on certain assumptions about what causes scattering [21]. In particular,
scattering is assumed to happen by interaction of light with scattering particles that are
far apart relative to their size; and the outcome of one scattering event is assumed to be
statistically independent of other events along the path.
42In many media, particularly solids, this independence assumption does not hold.
When scatterers are closely packed, but still randomly arranged, they can be treated as
a random medium, in that the statistical properties of the geometry are more important
than the speciﬁc arrangement of parts. But they do not satisfy the requirements of the
radiative transport model, as is discussed in Section 4.3.2. We call this kind of collection
of scatterers a discrete random medium.
For example, marble is a discrete random medium because it is made of many sep-
arate crystals separated by discontinuities that create reﬂecting surfaces. Because these
crystals are disorganized the material acts like a scattering medium on a large scale, but
because they are close together the interactions of paths with nearby crystals are corre-
lated. Other examples include soap foam, dense suspensions of droplets or bubbles in
liquid, and loose granular materials like table salt or glass beads. All these materials
can be treated as random media for multiple scattering computations, even though the
complete geometry is required for low-order scattering whenever the structure is visible
in the image.
4.3.2 Light transport in discrete random media
We can think of the radiative transport model as a stochastic process for generating paths
through the medium. Its job is to describe the distribution of paths that a light particle
might take after passing through a particular position and direction. The description
given by the radiative transport model is: “the path goes straight for a distance drawn
from an exponential distribution, then turns through an angle drawn from the phase
distribution. The statistics of the rest of the path are the same.” The three underlying
assumptions are that path lengths are exponentially distributed, that the turning angle is
43independent of the distance traveled, and that subsequent events are independent of this
one.
To describe a discrete random medium in similar terms, we need to describe the
distribution of paths that pass through a particular point and direction, averaged over all
instances of the random geometry. This stochastic model is a valid description of the
medium in any situation where replacing the speciﬁc geometry with another geometry
drawn from the same statistical distribution would not change the image. The stochastic
model is not good for directly viewed parts of the medium when individual scatterers are
visible, but it can be used for computing scattering deeper inside the medium, where one
can no longer tell from the image which particular arrangement of scatterers is present.
However, the same kind of description as used in the continuous case, based on
independent scattering events, can’t be used. This can be illustrated by a simple example
in 2D. Figure 4.2 shows a few paths from a simulation of scattering in a circle ﬁlled with
dielectric circles in a Poisson distribution. For small, well separated circles, the angular
distribution of scattered light can be adequately predicted using a continuous medium
in which the phase function is the phase function of scattering from one circle and the
attenuation coeﬃcient is computed from the size and density of the circles. However,
when we instead use larger, closely packed circles with the same mean free path, the
result is diﬀerent. In the case of circles, the overall distribution is biased more toward
forward scattering, and a strong retroreﬂection peak emerges.1 Attenuation through
closely packed circles or spheres also follows a non-exponential decay, as shown in
Figure 4.8.
To successfully represent closely packed scatterers as a sequence of independent
random events, we must look at statistics of long enough subpaths that the behavior of
1This phenomenon was observed years ago in the laboratory: a suspension of spheres in water shows
enhanced retroreﬂection as the density increases [35].
44preceding and following sections of path are suﬃciently independent.
4.3.3 Computing statistics of local multiple scattering
The core idea of our rendering method is to think of scattering not in terms of single
events but by describing the total eﬀect of all scattering, including multiple scattering,
within a local, homogeneous region. For a particular starting point x and direction ω,
we deﬁne the shell transport function as the 4D distribution over points and directions
with which random paths will exit a spherical shell centered at x (Figure 4.3).2
Tr(x,ω;y,ω
 ) = p((y,ω
 ) | (x,ω))
This function gives the probability that a path will ﬁrst exit a sphere of radius r around
the point x at (y,ω  ) given that it passes through (x,ω). Considered as a function of
y and ω , Tr is a probability density over a sphere cross a hemisphere: Tr dAdΩ is the
probability that the path exits the sphere in the area dAwith a direction in the solid angle
dΩ (in projected solid angle measure). The probability space for Tr is all paths through
all geometries that might be generated by the random process that describes the medium.
One can think of Tr as predicting the result of an experiment: suppose we trace many
paths through many random geometries, and select out paths that pass through x in the
direction ω, and record the point and direction where each one ﬁrst exits the sphere of
radius r centered at x. The density of the resulting (point, direction) pairs, with respect
to surface area times projected solid angle, will be described by Tr.
The shell transport function for a particular random process applies to any other
sphere in the medium as long as the geometry inside the sphere is generated by the
2This distribution is essentially the light ﬁeld [46] that would exit the volume if the medium was
illuminated by a narrow directed beam and everything outside the shell surface was removed.
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Figure 4.3: Geometry of shells in 2D (left) and 3D (right). In 3D, paths start at x
traveling in the direction ω, and their exit from the shell is recorded as a function of y
and ω . Because of symmetry, the probability of exiting at y depends only on θ1, the
angle between ω and the direction to y.
same random process. In this work we consider homogeneous, orientation-independent
media, whose statistics are stationary under all translations and rotations of 3D space, so
a single shell describes any same-size sphere that ﬁts inside the medium, for any starting
direction. Furthermore, the symmetry with respect to rotation around ω means that the
transport function Tr(y,ω  ) depends on only three variables, not four.
In order to capture long-distance transport while also ﬁtting into the corners of the
volume, we store a set of shell transport functions for a range of radii, ranging from the
medium’s autocorrelation length up to the largest sphere that ﬁts in the volume. The
resulting 4D function can answer the question:
Of all paths that pass through x in the direction ω, what is the density of
paths, with respect to projected area and solid angle, exiting the sphere of
radius r at the point y in the direction ω ?
Knowing the answer to this question is very valuable in computing lighting in a
medium, because it allows the contribution of light arriving at the shell directly from the
light source to be evaluated. In discrete random media, the shell transport representation
46has an additional advantage: by rolling together all the scattering that happens over a
volume, we capture the eﬀects of correlation between subsequent events. As long as the
shell radius is larger than the autocorrelation distance of the geometry, the shells can be
chained together to make a valid statistical model for scattering in the medium.
4.3.4 The shell transport equation
Using the shell transport function, we can write a new rendering equation that directly
relates radiance across large distances through the medium:
L(x,ω) =
 
S r
 
H
Tr(x,ω;y,ω
 )L(y,ω
 )dμ(ω
 )dA(y)
where S r is a sphere of radius r centered at x, Tr is the shell transport function, H is
the hemisphere, and μ is projected solid angle measure about the normal to S r at y.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the notation.
This equation can be used for any r above the medium’s autocorrelation distance,
but it applies only when the medium is homogeneous within the shell, and for this rea-
son it cannot be used too close to the surface. Therefore this method must be coupled
to another rendering equation to provide the boundary condition (or an approximate
boundary condition can be used, as described in the next section).
By repeatedly drawing samples according to T, we can generate paths through a
medium using large steps when we are in large homogeneous regions of random ge-
ometry. As we approach the edges we are forced to take smaller and smaller steps and
eventually invoke the boundary condition. The distribution can also be used to compute
direct illumination, as described in Section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.4: The main idea of our method. In path tracing, all events along the path must
be considered, and in a purely specular scene a path makes no contribution if it fails to
hit the light source. With our new method, we use precomputed shells to advance in
large steps, and at each step we can compute illumination from the source.
4.4 Method
We have developed a simple rendering algorithm based on shell transport functions. It
applies to homogeneous, isotropic, random collections of discrete scatterers in which
multiple scattering is dominant. In a preprocess, we trace paths through a representa-
tive part of the scene to compute an approximation of the shell transport function. We
compress this function using matrix factorization. During the main rendering process,
we use the stored shell transport function both to generate paths that advance rapidly
through dense multiple scattering media, and to compute direct illumination within the
volume, as shown in Figure 4.4.
4.4.1 Preprocessing
For the preprocessing phase we manually select a sphere that just ﬁts within the largest
region of the homogeneous medium. We also specify the autocorrelation distance,
which becomes the minimum shell radius r0. A set of radii linearly or logarithmically
48spaced between these two distances become the shell radii ri.
We generate paths from the center of the sphere using standard importance sampling
methods so that all rays carry the same weight. A random point and orientation (x,ω)
along each path is chosen to serve as the path’s starting frame of reference, to avoid
correlation between the paths and the geometry, eﬀectively tracing a diﬀerent instance
of the random geometry with each path. When a path ﬁrst ventures a distance ri from
x and has scattered at least once, we record θ1 and ω , in coordinates relative to ω (see
Figure 4.3), in a data structure associated with shell i. The result is a set of samples on
each shell whose density is proportional to the shell transport function.
After the paths have been traced, we estimate their density with respect to θ1 and
ω  using k-nearest neighbor density estimation in the style of photon mapping. We use
(cosθ1,ω  
u,ω  
v) as the coordinates for the lookup, where ω 
u and ω 
v are coordinates of
ω  projected to the unit square under a mapping that preserves projected solid angle on
the hemisphere around the normal to the shell [65]. In this way the computed density is
naturally exactly proportional to the shell transport function. Densities are estimated on
a coarse 3D grid for each shell.
The resulting four-dimensional array can require a considerable amount of storage,
depending on the number of shells used and the coarseness of the 3D sampling grids.
However, the shell transport functions tend to vary smoothly with respect to both po-
sition and direction, and shells with similar radii tend to have similar shell transport
functions, making the data highly compressible. Using Nonnegative Matrix Factoriza-
tion, we can factor our 4D array into a weighted sum of a small number of outer products
of a function of (r,θ 1) with a function of ω , each of which is stored as a 2D array of
nonnegative samples. As a result, this factored representation requires considerably less
storage than the 4D input array. In addition, this representation can be used to generate
49function advanceRayUsingShells(xi,ω i):
r = max shell radius ﬁtting around xi, else r0
d = min(r, distance to surface along ωi from xi)
with probability fa(d)
xi+1 = xi + r ∗ ωi; ωi+1 = ωi
else
choose y with probability pr(y) from Tr
choose ω  with probability pr(ω  | y) from Tr
xi+1 = y; ωi+1 = ω  in world coordinates
if xi+1 is outside of the volume, ωi+1 = xi+1 − xi
Figure 4.5: Pseudocode for advancing rays inside a medium using shell transport func-
tions.
points y for a given r according to the marginal probability pr(y) and to generate direc-
tions ω  according to the conditional probability pr(ω  | y), allowing us to importance
sample outgoing paths from a given shell during the path tracing process described in
Section 4.4.2. This factored representation also permits direct evaluation of the prob-
abilities pr(y0) and pr(ω 
0 | y), which are needed to estimate the contribution of direct
illumination within the volume and are discussed in Section 4.4.3.
While the paths are being traced, we also record the 1D distribution of free path
lengths in a dense histogram. From this distribution we can derive a discretized attenua-
tion function fa(d) for the medium, which represents the probability of a ray continuing
unimpeded for a distance d within the medium. This function can be used directly, with
no need for compression or smoothing.
As a result of this preprocess we now have a compact representation of the shell
transport functions for a set of shells with radii that range from the autocorrelation dis-
tance of the medium to the radius of the volume in the scene. These shell transport
functions can be used when inside the core of the volume to provide a smooth, eas-
ily sampled representation of the path distribution that would result from tracing paths
50function advanceRayUsingShellsWithDirect(xi,ω i):
r = max shell radius ﬁtting around xi, else r0
d = min(r, distance to surface along ωi from xi)
cast a shadow ray (xi,ω l) to light, hitting S r at xl.
if distance to surface along ωl from xi ¡r
pixel value += light sample ∗pr(y = xl)
with probability fa(d)
xi+1 = xi + r ∗ ωi; ωi+1 = ωi
else
choose y with probability pr(y) from Tr
choose ω  with probability pr(ω  | y) from Tr
xi+1 = y; ωi+1 = ω  in world coordinates
cast a shadow ray (xi+1,ω l) to light
dl = distance to surface along ωl from xi+1
pixel value += light sample ∗fa(dl) ∗ pr(ωl | xi+1)
if xi+1 is outside of the volume, ωi+1 = xi+1 − xi
Figure 4.6: Pseudocode for advancing rays inside a medium using shell transport func-
tions, with direct illumination included.
through spheres of discrete medium. Moreover, these functions are dependent only
upon the statistics of the medium, not on the lighting or viewing conditions or the over-
all shape of the volume, meaning they could be reused in any other scene with the same
discrete random medium.
4.4.2 Path tracing
The simplest operation to do with the factored transport functions is tracing paths. Once
a viewing ray has scattered a minimum number of times and has penetrated to a distance
r0 from the boundary of the medium, we switch from tracing rays to generating samples
from the shells as shown in pseudocode in Figure 4.5. To extend a path, we simply
choose the largest available shell radius r that ﬁts entirely within the volume, then im-
portance sample the next point and direction according to the factored distribution of Tr.
51This process is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
When the path comes within a distance r0 from the boundary again, the use of the
shell transport functions is no longer precisely valid, as the shell transport functions are
derived from spheres full of media. It might seem desirable at this stage to stop using the
shell functions and drop back into standard geometric path tracing. This is not feasible,
however, because if the path is restarted arbitrarily without regard for the local geometry,
the generated paths will not be representative of paths that would actually occur in the
discrete medium. For instance, we might start a path inside a sphere where total internal
reﬂection will prevent its escape.
Instead, we continue to use the smallest shell, and if a point is generated outside the
boundary of the medium we consider the path to have escaped. In this case the exiting
ray’s direction is that of the ray connecting the previous position to the escaped position.
While this approximate exit strategy does introduce some error, experiments have shown
thattheresultingexitingpathdistributionissimilaronaveragetothecorrectdistribution,
because shell-generated paths have scattered through large distances of medium and are
signiﬁcantly randomized by the time they exit the volume.
4.4.3 Direct illumination
Tracing paths with shells speeds up computation by taking large steps within a medium,
but even accelerated path tracing of specular discrete media is very ineﬃcient. Since ev-
ery contributing path through the volume is part of a caustic or highlight, there is no way
to directly estimate the contribution of light sources and a traditional path tracer must
just wait for rays to hit the source, which is infrequent for small sources. A major advan-
tage of using the shell transport functions is that they give the continuous probabilities
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Figure 4.7: The two cases for direct illumination. A path from (x,ω) could hit a given
light source point by choosing xl and escaping; or the direction ωl might be chosen as
the next starting direction. The two ways of escaping the medium are handled by two
shadow rays.
required for direct lighting calculations.
At each event along a shell-generated path, we would like to estimate the probability
that the next path segment will exit the medium and hit a light source by sampling
positions on the light sources. There are two ways in which shell-generated paths can
exit the medium; either by choosing not to scatter along a path segment near the surface
of the volume, or by generating a point that lies outside of the volume with a shell
transport function. We can calculate the probability of generating each of these types of
exiting paths to estimate direct illumination.
Figure 4.6 contains the path tracing pseudocode from Figure 4.5 except with direct
illumination calculations included. Suppose point xi is close to the boundary of the
volume, as in the left panel of Figure 4.7. Point xi+1 may be generated outside of the
volume, in which case the path continues into the scene in the direction normal to the
last shell at xi+1. This outgoing ray may hit a light source, and we would like to estimate
this contribution using the continuous shell transport function centered at (xi,ω i). By
casting a shadow ray (xi,ω l) from xi to a light source, we can ﬁnd a point xl on the shell
that may contribute this type of direct illumination. Its contribution is then simply the
53intensity from the light sample multiplied by the probability of generating the point xl
using the current shell, which is pr(y = xl). We can read this probability directly from
the factored representation of Tr.
Alternatively, a ray (xi+1,ω i+1) may be generated from a shell around the ray (xi,ω i),
as in the right panel of Figure 4.7. This path may never scatter again in the medium, and
may then hit a light source, so that contribution needs to be accounted for here using the
current shell transport function. We cast a shadow ray (xi+1,ω l) to ﬁnd one such con-
tributing exit direction. The probability of generating (xi+1,ω l) using the current shell
function is simply pr(ωl | xi+1), and the probability of this contributing path exiting the
medium without scattering again is given by fa(dl), where fa is the attenuation function
for the medium and dl is the distance between xi+1 and the volume boundary in the di-
rection ωl. The contribution of the path is thus the product of these two probabilities
and the intensity of the light sample.
By estimating both of these contributions at every shell-generated event in paths
through the medium, direct illumination is fully included in this algorithm. This leads to
a smooth estimate of the multiple scattered radiance in the scene, regardless of the size
of the light sources, which is unachievable with conventional path tracing in specular
discrete random media.
4.5 Results
The primary media used to test our algorithm were closely packed glass spheres, Pois-
son distributed or physically simulated in the presence of gravity. We have shown that
these media have signiﬁcant correlation between consecutive scattering events, as seen
in Figure 4.2; unlike other methods based on continuous formulations, our new shell-
54based algorithm is able to account for this correlation. We present images of test scenes
that vary the shape and size of a volume of spheres, with diﬀerent types of illumination,
rendered with our new approach as well as with a standard geometric path tracer. We
validate our packed sphere results against a photograph of multiple scattering in an ac-
tual volume of glass spheres, and ﬁnally present the results of our algorithm on a scene
full of small glass Buddha meshes.
We ﬁrst preprocess each scene to produce factored shell transport functions for the
discrete random media. There are several parameters that aﬀect the run-time of this
stage, and we present our settings here, although most parameters seem quite ﬂexible.
We choose 12 to 16 linearly spaced sphere radii, and then trace 500,000 paths from the
center of the scene, which takes around 5 minutes on a single Pentium 4 based machine.
We then estimate the sample density in each shell at 50x50x25 resolution, which takes
another 4 minutes. The resulting sampled shell transport functions are then factored
using NMF with 4-6 terms, which takes 4 minutes in MATLAB and reduces data storage
from roughly 30 MB to 250 KB. The resulting factored representation, as well as the 1D
attenuation function derived from the observed histogram of free path lengths, are stored
on disk with the scene description ﬁles. Figure 4.8 shows the distribution with respect
to θ1 for a set of shells used to render packed spheres, as well as the observed free path
length distribution and the attenuation function fa that was derived from it. In all cases,
the total preprocessing time is a very small fraction of the time required to render high
quality results.
Our new rendering algorithm uses shell transport functions to smoothly estimate the
contribution of multiple scattering in discrete scattering media. Low order scattering
from scatterers near the surface of the volume is inherently not smooth, as reﬂections
and refractions of the light sources in the scene are distinctly visible. In light of this,
55our new results are computed as the sum of two images: an image containing just the
low order scattering, which is rendered using standard geometric path tracing with a
large number of rays, and another image containing a much smaller number of higher
order paths generated using shell transport functions. Therefore our result images and
timings are each broken out into these two components. This second component really
represents the contribution of our new algorithm, as we can produce a low-noise image
of the high order scattering several orders of magnitude faster than a geometric path
tracer can.
Figure 4.9 shows renderings of a scene composed of 120,000 identical glass spheres,
Poisson distributed within a cubic volume. It is illuminated from above by a small
rectangular area light source, and a rectangular blocker is positioned above the volume
so as to cast a hard shadow edge across the cube. The spheres are large enough to be
seen individually near the surface, providing visible texture and specular reﬂections to
the result. But high-order scattering is visible as well, as light can be seen penetrating
deep into the cube and into the shadowed region of the volume, emerging as a smoothly
varying glow across the image.
The output from a path tracer running on a compute cluster with 128 1.7 Ghz pro-
cessors for 236 minutes is shown in Figure 4.9. A considerable amount of noise remains
in the image, particularly in the shadowed and lower regions of the volume. The two
output components from our algorithm are displayed combined and then separately in
Figure 4.9 as well; the low-order scattering image was computed by a standard path
tracer on the cluster in 12 minutes. The high-order scattering image was produced using
shell transport functions for path generation and direct illumination, and took just 2.25
minutes to render on the cluster. The combined result contains considerably less noise
than the result of the path tracer but was rendered over 16 times faster.
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Figure 4.8: Results of preprocessing a medium ﬁlled with densely packed spheres. Left:
the exit position probabilities for diﬀerent shell radii r and turning angles θ1 (this plot
represents the marginal distribution pr(y)). Strong forward and weaker backward scat-
tering are both observed, in distributions that widen for larger radii. Right: the observed
attenuation function of the medium, along with the distribution of path segment lengths
from which it is derived. Neither function has the exponential form assumed by radiative
transport.
Figure 4.10 shows photographs of two diﬀerent collections of 1 mm diameter glass
spheres illuminated by hard-edged spotlights. At left, the spheres are arranged in a cubic
volume, and a considerable amount of light can be seen spreading outside of the spotlit
area. At right, the spheres are arranged in just a single layer, backed by light absorbing
material, and it is clear that the amount of light spreading outside of the lit area as well
as the intensity of the lit area itself is considerably less than when the spheres are a part
of a volume. This underscores the importance of multiple scattering in volumes of such
scatterers, and demonstrates the smoothness typical of high-order scattering.
We modeled a scene matching the spotlit volume scene using measurements of the
spheres and volume, and rendered it with both path tracing and our new shell-based
approach. The results are shown in Figure 4.11. Due to the small size and solid angle
of the spotlight, path traced rays are very unlikely to exit the medium and hit the light
source—the image at left is the result of 28.1 hours of path tracing on the cluster, and the
texture of the spheres outside of the spotlight is still barely visible. Our method required
0.78 hours to path trace the low-order contribution, and another 0.27 hours to compute
57Figure 4.9: Cubes of glass spheres with a hard shadow edge across the top face. Left:
path traced image, in 236 minutes on a compute cluster. Center: combined output of our
algorithm, in 14.25 minutes. Top right: path traced low order scattering, in 12 minutes.
Bottom right: high order scattering using shells, in 2.25 minutes. Precomputation time
was 14 minutes on a single machine.
the high-order scattering image. The sum of these images is also shown in Figure 4.11.
Again we achieve far superior image quality in less than 1/40 the amount of time as
the path tracer. Compared to the renderings, the spheres in the photograph appear a bit
cloudy, with broader specular highlights within the spotlight and slightly less spread-
ing light. We conjecture that this is due to non-zero absorption in the scatterers and
contaminants on their surfaces. However, the spotlit region of the photograph contains
approximately 65% of the intensity of the image, while the same region in our rendering
contains 57% of that image’s total intensity, implying that our scattering simulation is a
good approximation of real-world scattering behavior.
Next we produced a scene in which 100,000 glass spheres sit piled in a bowl on a
table, illuminated by a moderately sized area light source above and to the left of the
camera. Rendered results are shown in Figure 4.12, including the component images
from our method. The path tracer required 175 minutes to produce the image on the
left, while our new method took 11.5 minutes to produce the low-order image and 4.2
minutes for the high-order image. Here our shell-based approach is able to produce
58images comparable to the path traced reference image in 1/11 of the time, which shows
that the new method excels even in more path tracer friendly scenes like this one, with a
larger light source compared with our other scenes.
Finally we made a scene similar to the bowl of spheres, but ﬁlled the bowl with
10,000 glass Buddha meshes, each composed of 10,000 triangles. Figure 4.13 shows
the results of our new algorithm on this very complex scene, both from afar and when
zoomed in on the edge of the bowl. The full bowl image required 113 minutes of low
order path tracing and 21 minutes of high-order shell tracing on the cluster, while the
zoomed image took 135 minutes and 40 minutes for low and high order images, respec-
tively. While we could not obtain a photograph of 10,000 miniature glass Buddhas for
comparison, we feel that our algorithm produces convincingly realistic renderings of
this scene, much more eﬃciently than other existing rendering methods.
4.5.1 Limitations
The method we present is specialized to orientation-independent homogeneous media
and has so far only been demonstrated on non-absorbing media, as they represent the
most diﬃcult multiple scattering problems. Absorbing media are supported by our
method without additional precomputation or rendering time, but extending the method
to support heterogeneous or orientation-dependent media would increase the amount of
required precomputation. Additionally, we ignore refraction at media boundaries when
calculating direct illumination, which would be present if the host medium surrounding
the scatterers diﬀered from the background medium.
59Figure 4.10: Photographs of glass spheres. Left: a cubic volume of spheres under spot
illumination. Right: a single layer of spheres under the same conditions.
Figure 4.11: Renderings of the volume photographed in Figure 4.10. Left: path traced
image, 28.1 hours on a compute cluster. Right: output of our algorithm, 1.05 hours on
the cluster. Precomputation time was 10 minutes on a single machine.
60Figure 4.12: A bowl of 100,000 glass spheres. Left: path traced image, 175 minutes
on a compute cluster. Center: combined output of our algorithm, 15.7 minutes on the
cluster. Top right: path traced low order scattering, in 11.5 minutes. Bottom right: high
order scattering using shells, in 4.2 minutes. Precomputation time was 10 minutes on a
single machine.
Figure 4.13: Renderings of 10,000 glass Buddha meshes, each with 10,000 triangles,
using our new method. Left: the full bowl of Buddhas, 133 minutes on the cluster.
Center: inset of the left edge of the bowl of Buddhas, 175 minutes on the cluster. Top
right: path traced low order scattering for the inset, in 135 minutes. Bottom right: high
order scattering using shells, in 40 minutes. Precomputation time was 17 minutes on a
single machine.
614.6 Modeling discrete random media
We have shown that the bulk scattering behavior in discrete random media can depend
considerably on the small scale arrangement of its scatterers. In this section we will
describe in detail how the three diﬀerent test scenes used in this work—the cube of
spheres, the bowl of spheres, and the bowl of buddhas—were generated, as using other
generation methods could very well result in discrete random media with diﬀerent lo-
cal arrangements of scatterers and thus diﬀerent aggregate scattering properties. We
will also discuss the properties and generation of bubble foam geometry, an additional
example of an isotropic discrete random medium that was not included in this work.
4.6.1 Cube of spheres scene
As mentioned in Section 4.5, the spheres arranged within a cubic volume (pictured in
Figure 4.9) have their positions sampled from a Poisson Sphere distribution. While
clever and eﬃcient Poisson Sphere sampling methods exist [39], we opted to use the
most straightforward dart throwing technique, wherein candidate sphere locations are
repeatedly chosen uniformly in the cubic volume and are then rejected if they intersect
existing spheres. This technique was chosen for its simplicity but also for its ability
to generate homogeneous uniform geometries of varying sparsity, by stopping the sam-
pling process early—a property that could have an interesting eﬀect on the bulk scatter-
ing properties, although that relationship was not ultimately explored in this work. For
the scene that we rendered in this work we ran the dart throwing process until conver-
gence, where no further non-intersecting spheres could be added.
624.6.2 Bowls of items scenes
In contrast to the spheres in the cube scene, the spheres piled within the bowl (seen
in Figure 4.12) were generated using physical simulation. A predetermined number of
spheres (here, 100,000) were dropped vertically from above the center portion of the
bowl, and as a result of simpliﬁed collisions with each other and the spherical bottom of
the bowl, the spheres piled up to produce the ﬁnal formation.
The 10,000 Buddha meshes were piled up in a similar fashion, although with an im-
portant diﬀerence. In order to produce a ﬁnal distribution of meshes that was isotropic
with respect to direction (which is the class of discrete random media that the shell
tracing method can be applied to), we initialized each falling Buddha with a random
orientation and did not allow rotation during simulation. For increased eﬃciency, colli-
sions were approximated using a bounding volume hierarchy for each mesh, and meshes
were dropped 1,000 at a time and then made static.
The shell tracing algorithm requires a mesh that approximates the hull of the
medium, and a 3D Euclidean distance transform derived from it that provides the min-
imum distance from any point to the “boundary” of the medium. For these particular
scenes, we can construct heightmap meshes for the top and bottom surfaces of the vol-
ume, since the volume of scatterers occupies a single continuous interval in the Z di-
mension for any position (x,y). The distance transform is generated by simply iterating
over a set of lattice points (x,y,z) and ﬁnding and storing the minimum distance to any
of the triangles of the boundary mesh. These choices proved eﬀective and eﬃcient for
the scenes described here; in cases where the scattering volume does not have such a
well-behaved shape a more general technique would be needed to ﬁnd the boundary
mesh.
634.6.3 Bubble foams
Bubble foams are another class of substances that fall into the category of discrete ran-
dom media. While we ultimately did not include any renderings of these media in the
conference paper, we did develop the geometric primitives for bubbles and their inter-
section surfaces as well as a method for generating plausible bubble foam formations.
Those techniques, as well as previous work related to this topic, will be discussed in this
section.
In 1873, Plateau experimented with bubble foams and made several conclusions
about stable bubble formations [58], later referred to as Plateau’s Laws. These laws
remained unproven until 1976, when they were shown to be natural results of mini-
mization of free surface energy [70]. These laws can be observed in the photographs of
bubbles presented in Figure 4.14, and are summarized here:
1. Bubbles are made of entirely piecewise smooth surfaces.
2. Each portion of bubble has constant curvature.
3. Bubble surfaces meet in threes, and form angles of 120◦.
4. Bubble edges meet in fours, and form angles of ≈ 109.47◦(the tetrahedral angle).
Based on Plateau’s laws, and considering surface tension and bubble pressures, an-
alytical solutions exist for the shape and curvature of bubble boundaries for 2 and 3
bubble conﬁgurations [13]. Moreover, through use of iterative energy minimization
software such as The Surface Evolver [3] an initial set of foam surfaces can be relaxed
into a conﬁguration that satisﬁes Plateau’s laws. However, performing this action on a
large volume of foam (hundreds of thousands of cells) has not yet been demonstrated.
64Figure 4.14: Photographs of bubble foams. Images courtesy of A. van der Net (left) and
Resonance: Journal of Science Education (right)
There have been a few attempts to represent bubble foams for use in computer graph-
ics, each of which has major limitations. Icart and Arqu` es use their own minimization
scheme to choose locations and radii for up to 9 bubbles [20], but their technique is not
likely to be scalable to the sizes of scenes that we require. Kuck et al. simpliﬁed their
simulation by using a mass-spring model and avoiding explicit construction of the thin
ﬁlm boundaries between cells [34], allowing them to simulate up to 3000 bubbles in 30
seconds per frame. While this approach may be scalable to larger numbers of bubbles,
the geometries that it produces do not seem realistic perhaps due to the lack of accurate
bubble boundaries.
Our approach is approximate with respect to Plateau’s rules and energy minimiza-
tion, but produces explicit geometry for the bubble surfaces and cell boundaries. The
ﬁrst assumption that we make is that since we are generating a foam with near-uniform
sized bubble cells, we can approximate the cell boundaries as planar surfaces rather than
slightly curved surfaces. Then, we can construct a plausible 3D partitioning of a given
volume by distributing bubble centers uniformly and constructing the 3D Voronoi dia-
gram for that set of points—a technique that is actually often used in modeling foams as
65Figure 4.15: Voronoi tessellations of 2D space. At left, cell centers are chosen uni-
formly, while the right image shows the result if a Poisson disk sampling strategy is
used. This second sampling produces cells that are much closer to satisfying Plateau’s
Laws than the ﬁrst.
well as cellular solids [11]. Intuitively, the Voronoi tessellation here is the structure that
would arise if spherical bubbles starting inﬂating at each center with equal velocities,
pressing up against one another until no empty space remained. By choosing bubble
center locations using a Poisson disk distribution, where no two centers can be within a
certain distance of one another, the Voronoi tessellation takes on a much lower energy
conﬁguration and is closer to satisfying Plateau’s laws, as shown in Figure 4.15.
Each bubble cell is the intersection of a sphere and a number of half-spaces, deﬁned
by perpendicular bisecting planes of line segments connecting adjacent bubble centers.
Bubble cell walls are convex planar regions when located between adjacent bubbles, or
regions of spherical shell when located on the outside of the bubble foam. In either
case, a geometric primitive can be created that ﬁrst intersects an incoming ray with
a single boundary plane or sphere, then tests to ensure that the intersection point is
contained in the sphere and all of the half-spaces deﬁning the bubble cell. A 2D example
is depicted in Figure 4.16; it shows a typical bubble formation at left, and then illustrates
66Figure 4.16: Left: A typical Voronoi bubble formation in 2D. Right: Each bubble cell is
the intersection of a circle and a half-space for each adjacent bubble cell. The circle and
boundary lines are overlaid here for a single cell.
the bounding circle and lines that are used to deﬁne a single bubble cell at right.
This approach produces spherical bubble segments along the surface of the volume
that all have identical radii. While this can be acceptable for some foam scenes, we’d
like to be able to model foams with heterogeneous bubble sizes—for instance, to be
able to create geometry more similar to that shown on the right in Figure 4.14. The
straightforward approach of simply assigning diﬀerent radii to diﬀerent bubbles fails
because neighboring cells no longer meet one another along a common curve. Instead,
we have devised an extension to the 3D Voronoi tessellation approach that can shift
the boundary planes between bubble centers and alter the bubble radii accordingly. To
illustrate, ﬁrst consider the 2D case shown at left in Figure 4.17 consisting of a set
of equal-radius bubbles. If each bubble center is given a third coordinate of z = 0, a
3D Voronoi tessellation will produce boundary planes that all extend in the z direction
towards inﬁnity. Considering the z = 0 slice through these planes produces the original
2D Voronoi diagram. However, if bubble centers are given variable z values, eﬀectively
67Figure 4.17: Left: a bubble formation derived from a 2D Voronoi diagram, in which all
bubbles have the same radius. Right: a bubble formation produced by moving bubble
centers to random z heights, calculating the 3D Voronoi diagram, and then considering
the z = 0 slice, which now has bubbles of varying radii.
pulling them above the 2D plane to diﬀering heights, then the 3D Voronoi boundary
planes are no longer vertical. Taking the z = 0 slice through this set of planes produces
a new 2D quasi-Voronoi diagram that is similar to the original diagram but with shifted
boundary segments and varying bubble radii, as seen at right in Figure 4.17. Returning
to the 3D case, we can perform the same extension by giving bubble centers randomized
values of a 4th coordinate w, ﬁnding the 4D Voronoi tessellation, and then taking the
w = 0 slice through it.
While we did not apply our shell tracing rendering technique to bubble foams, we
did implement this geometry generation scheme. Figure 4.18 shows an example scene
depicting approximately 100,000 bubble cells of varying radii distributed in a pile on a
tile ﬂoor. The image was rendered using brute force Monte Carlo ray tracing; due to
the extremely large number of specular bubble interfaces it took over 33 hours on 64
processors to converge. Although the resulting geometry has a plausible overall shape
and structure, the overall transmissive quality of the foam leads us to believe that an
68Figure 4.18: Rendering of a pile of soap bubbles consisting of 100,000 bubbles of vary-
ing size. Monte Carlo ray tracing was used, and took over 88 CPU-days to converge.
even larger number of bubble surfaces would be required to match the appearance of
real soap foams.
4.7 Conclusion
We have presented a new framework for solving light transport problems in discrete
random media. Discrete random media are diﬀerent from the commonly used continu-
ous media, because the lack of independence between events causes transport behavior
that—even when averaged over random geometry—does not behave like a continuous
medium. This makes discrete random media diﬃcult to model at the small scale, based
on individual scattering events, other than by brute force approaches. The key insight
of this work is that we can regain the independence of events if we redeﬁne the problem
in terms of “larger” events that encapsulate several scattering events. We have identi-
ﬁed a convenient and workable way to do this, based on shell transport functions that
encapsulate all scattering within a local volume.
Using these larger-scale primitives in path tracing has two important advantages.
First, it is faster to construct the paths because fewer events need to be considered. Sec-
69ond, and no less important, it allows the use of shadow rays, because the shell functions
can predict the probability (over random geometries) of a path going toward the light
source.
An interesting feature of our results is that, after transforming the scattering problem
intomultidimensional functionsthatdescribelong-distance transportdirectly, the results
tend to be fairly smooth, simple functions for large radii. This suggests looking for
simple representations, such as empirical functions or continuous scattering problems
that are equivalent for suﬃciently large scales.
70CHAPTER 5
SIMULATING MULTIPLE SCATTERING IN HAIR USING A PHOTON
MAPPING APPROACH
Chapter 4 presented a method for rendering discrete random media like snow or
sand whose scatterers are homogeneous and randomly oriented. Assemblies of hair,
however, lack these properties and exhibit strong directional multiple scattering eﬀects
that cannot be calculated eﬃciently with existing methods. This chapter proposes a
new physically accurate approach for estimating multiple scattering in hair based on
previous volumetric photon mapping methods. We ﬁrst trace light paths through hair
geometry and deposit particles along their lengths in 5D position-direction space, then
use the density of these particles to estimate incident radiance in a second rendering
pass. This bidirectional approach, coupled with a new radiance caching technique along
ﬁbers, allows head-sized blond hair assemblies to be rendered in 2 to 3 hours.
The content of this chapter has been published as “Simulating Multiple Scattering
in Hair Using a Photon Mapping Approach” by Jonathan T. Moon and Stephen R.
Marschner, in the proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH 2006 [52]. It appears here with
only minor grammatical changes and with ﬁgures modiﬁed to better ﬁt the format of
this document.
5.1 Introduction
Multiple scattering is important in accurate rendering of hair. Particularly for light-
colored hair, which is strongly forward scattering, multiple scattering contributes a large
fraction of the overall color. However, because of the geometric and optical complex-
ity of hair, most approaches to simulating multiple scattering fail to provide a correct
71Figure 5.1: A photograph demonstrating multiple scattering in a blond ponytail. The
color and translucent glow of the hair cannot be captured using only direct illumination.
and eﬃcient solution, and it is quite rare in practice to account properly for multiple
scattering when rendering hair.
Multiple scattering in hair is diﬃcult for several reasons. Scattering from individual
ﬁbers is forward-scattering, and the structure of the scattering function tends to preserve
directional variation in the radiance ﬁeld. Visibility in hair is also extremely complex.
On the other hand, one can readily observe that the eﬀects of multiple scattering are
smooth, producing a glow that fades gradually from the point where light enters the
hair. As with subsurface scattering in translucent materials [26], this smoothness invites
more eﬃcient computational approaches that average over the details of the individual
hairs.
In this work we propose a new approach to rendering hair with multiple scattering
that combines explicit geometry of strands, which is required for views with individual
ﬁbers visible, with a smooth volumetric representation of the scattered radiance ﬁeld
72within the hair. This representation, based on a generalization of volume photon map-
ping, is constructed by tracing paths from the light source through the hair and deposit-
ing photons in a geometric data structure. Unlike previous photon maps, our method
stores and looks up photons by both position and direction, estimating their density in
5D space. This approach treats directional variation in the scattered radiance ﬁeld on an
equal basis with spatial variation, which is important because both the scattering func-
tion of the ﬁbers and the radiance distribution in the volume are strongly directional.
Another diﬀerence from previous work is that photons are deposited all along particle
paths, rather than just at the interaction sites. The resulting photon density gives radi-
ance directly, avoiding a diﬃcult-to-correct dependence on hair density and minimizing
boundary bias near the surface of the hair assembly. Finally, we incorporate a new ﬁber
radiance cache, analogous to an irradiance cache in traditional photon mapping, that
allows illumination computations to be reused whenever possible. Together, these in-
novations lead to an accurate method that is 1–2 orders of magnitude faster than Monte
Carlo path tracing, the only method previously available for rendering these scenes cor-
rectly.
We validate our new method by comparing its output to the results of Monte Carlo
path tracing and to a photograph of light spreading through real hair.
5.2 Prior work
Our main goal in this work is to render human hair accurately. Previous work in hair ren-
dering has focused on shadowing [49] and direct illumination [28, 50]. Kajiya and Kay’s
simple shading model can be used for rendering black hair accurately, and Marschner
et al.’s model, which accounts for transmission and internal reﬂection, can be used for
73dark hair. However, even though the latter model accurately describes scattering from
blond or white hair, these colors can’t be rendered accurately with only single scatter-
ing. Our work incorporates the model put forth by Marschner et al. into a new particle
tracing based technique that makes the accurate appearance of all hair scenes possible
and practical. Multiple scattering in hair was also discussed by Zinke et al. [83], but
that paper focused on converting the model of Marschner et al. to a near-ﬁeld scattering
model, without proposing rendering methods other than Monte Carlo path tracing.
A key idea presented in our work is treating multiply scattered light as a continuous
distribution. This approach is shared by methods for rendering participating media. For
optically thick media like marble or milk, light transport can be approximated as a dif-
fusion process, on the assumption that penetrating light will become isotropic [69, 26].
However, this assumption does not hold in a volume representing hair, as light scatter-
ing in an assembly of hair remains strongly directional even after several interactions.
Another class of methods, including volumetric path tracing [29] and volumetric photon
mapping [25, 23], simulate scattering events in a medium based on a known density
and phase function that may vary spatially. But in a volumetric representation of hair,
both the density and the phase function depend on position and direction, and neither
is known a priori. These fundamental diﬀerences prevent these and other traditional
rendering techniques from being directly applied to hair.
Our particle tracing algorithm deposits photons uniformly along particle paths. A
related modiﬁcation to particle tracing is storing the path segments themselves in a ray
map [19]. However, this technique has not yet been demonstrated to work with par-
ticipating media, nor in the dense and complex geometry associated with hair. Our
photon map also uses a 6D tree structure to locate photons nearby in both position and
direction. Such high-dimensional structures have been successfully used to incorporate
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Figure 5.2: The three signiﬁcant modes of scattering from a single hair ﬁber. The R
mode is a surface reﬂection, the TT mode is transmission through the ﬁber, and the TRT
mode is internal reﬂection. Radiance emerges roughly in the specular cone, remaining
highly directional. For light colored hair the TT lobe contains a large fraction of the
energy, making the scattering function strongly forward scattering.
time-dependent eﬀects into photon mapping [5], and to store directional illumination
information for accelerating Monte Carlo ray tracing [37].
Ray tracing can be accelerated by caching illumination information during rendering
and interpolating nearby illumination values from the cache whenever possible. Ward
[77] proposed caching indirect irradiance for ray tracing diﬀuse interreﬂection, and later
improved the cache using hemispherical sampling [76]. Support for glossy materials has
also been incorporated, by caching directional incoming radiance rather than irradiance
[33]. These techniques are similar in spirit to our proposed ﬁber radiance cache, but
because they interpolate across surfaces they do not directly apply to assemblies of hair
ﬁbers where interpolation can only be done along individual ﬁbers.
5.3 Multiple scattering in hair
Individual human hair ﬁbers have a very distinctive scattering function. Measurements
have shown that a large fraction of the light scattered from light colored ﬁbers goes
into the hemisphere facing away from the light source, and that the scattered light is
75conﬁned to the fairly sharply deﬁned cone of directions with inclinations near that of
the incident direction [50].1 Figure 5.2 illustrates this property. This highly directed,
strongly forward scattering behavior leads to spatially spread out but still directionally
focused radiance distributions in hair, breaking the assumptions on which previous eﬃ-
cient rendering algorithms for participating media are based.
Multiple scattering has important consequences for the appearance of hair, with sig-
niﬁcance that increases as the albedo of the strands goes up. In a strongly forward
scattering material, we may expect to see a large contribution from multiple scattering
compared to single scattering, since the majority of the incident energy is scattered into
the material where it cannot be directly observed. As with diﬀusion-type multiple scat-
tering in homogeneous media, such as most translucent solids, the multiply scattered
light both contributes to the aggregate albedo of the hair and causes a spatial spread-
ing of the light, softening geometric features and blurring hard shadow edges. The ﬁrst
of these eﬀects is apparent in the results in Figure 5.10, as the overall reﬂectance in
the direct illumination image is signiﬁcantly less than that of the images with indirect
illumination included. The second eﬀect can be observed in Figure 5.8, a log-scaled
photograph of a blond hair assembly illuminated by a sharp-edged spot of light. A
translucent-like glow can be seen around the edges of the spot, indicating that light trav-
els over signiﬁcant distances through the hair before it emerges. Both of these eﬀects
must be contributed by multiple scattering.
Scattering in hair is very diﬀerent from scattering in more isotropic media, however,
because of the ﬁbers’ distinctive scattering properties. Unlike materials with no oriented
structure, in which only the scattering angle matters, scattering in hair depends strongly
on orientation. Light in hair is scattered much more broadly in the azimuthal direction
1The surface structure of hair ﬁbers directs the reﬂected components to slightly diﬀerent cones, but
for general discussion of scattering we will think of all scattered light being roughly in the specular cone.
76and remains tightly focused in the tangential direction. This means that the spread of
lightthroughthehairisanisotropic—itspreadsfasteracrossthestrandsthanalongthem.
This eﬀect may be observed in Figure 5.8. The angular distribution of light also remains
quite directional even after several scattering events.
5.3.1 Modeling radiance in hair volumetrically
Because hairs passing through a small volume are arranged fairly randomly in space—
though their directions are often closely aligned—we expect that the incident radiance
distribution arriving at any given hair from the other hairs around it is statistically sim-
ilar to what would be observed if the hair were in a slightly diﬀerent location. That is,
we assume that the incident radiance on a hair can be treated as a smooth function of its
position, even though the exact radiance ﬁeld in a hair volume is very discontinuous. In
regions where hairs are pressed tightly together, such as where a ponytail is bound by
a rubber band, the ﬁbers may tend to pack in a semi-ordered structure, which could in-
validate this smoothness assumption, but for the more typical regions of loosely packed
hair it seems reasonable.
This assumption of smoothness underlies our approach to accelerating the compu-
tation of multiple scattering: to evaluate the contribution of multiple scattering to the
image, we need to represent the function Ls(x,ω) that gives the average indirect ra-
diance observed from points near the 3D point x when looking in directions near the
direction ω. Because of the assumption of smoothness, this average will generally be
computed over a volume of radius considerably larger than the spacing between hairs,
and over a solid angle at least as wide as the width of the cone in the hair’s scattering
function. Note that Ls is a function on a 5D domain (three spatial and two angular di-
77mensions). Direct illumination from light sources is not included in Ls. The next section
discusses our approach to precomputing and representing this function.
5.4 Simulating multiple scattering in hair
Ourrenderingsystemisbasedonmodelingscatteringfromone-dimensionalﬁbersusing
ascatteringfunction. Thismeanswedisregardvariationinradianceacrossthewidthofa
ﬁber, computing only the average radiance and treating the ﬁber as having that radiance
across its entire width. To determine that radiance, we integrate the scattering function
against the incident light distribution:
Lo(x,ω o) =
 
S 2
fs(ωi,ω o)Li(x,ω i)sin(ωi,u)dωi. (5.1)
Here Lo(x,ω o) is the outgoing radiance in direction ωo, and Li(x,ω i) is the incident
radiance from direction ωi. Since the incident light is assumed constant across the ﬁber’s
width, Li and Lo are both described at a single point x on the ﬁber. The scattering
function fs describes how light from the direction ωi is distributed over exitant directions
ωo, and sin(ωi,u) is the sine of the angle between the incident direction and the ﬁber
tangent u. The integral is taken with respect to solid angle.
To separate out the direct illumination, which has diﬀerent characteristics from the
indirect, we express Li as a sum of direct and scattered light, Ld + Ls. This separates the
rendering integral into two pieces, which we evaluate independently:
Lo(x,ω o) =
 
S 2
fs(ωi,ω o)Ld(x,ω i)sin(ωi,u)dωi +
 
S 2
fs(ωi,ω o)Ls(x,ω i)sin(ωi,u)dωi.
(5.2)
Both integrals are evaluated using Monte Carlo integration. For the direct illumination
integral, random directions toward light sources are chosen and fs is evaluated using the
78approximation of Marschner et al. [50]. For the indirect illumination integral, random
directions are chosen according to fs by the cylinder model described below, and the
incoming radiance Ls(x,ω i) is evaluated using a 5D photon map lookup, also described
below.
5.4.1 Scattering functions for ﬁbers
Our system uses two slightly diﬀerent approximations to the scattering function of a hair
ﬁber: one for evaluating the scattering function (as for direct illumination) and the other
for generating random directions according to the scattering function. For evaluation,
we use the model of Marschner et al., which uses a number of approximations to make it
practical to compute. It is not simple to generate random directions proportional to this
model, though, yet it is straightforward to generate random directions using the cylinder
model that the scattering model approximates.
Therefore, when we need to generate random scattered directions we simply trace
rays through an elliptical cylinder, simulating surface scales and roughness by rotating
and jittering the normals at each interaction. Reﬂection or refraction is chosen according
to the appropriate probability at each interface. The ray intersection computations are
done in isolation from the rest of the geometry, leading to an eﬃcient procedure for
choosing random directions.
There is a small diﬀerence between these two scattering functions (that which is
evaluated and that which is the probability density function of the scattered directions),
and this could in principle aﬀect the comparison of our method to the path tracer.
795.4.2 Photon mapping for hair
We use a two-pass method to compute the illumination on visible hairs due to multiple
scattering. In the ﬁrst pass, particles are traced from light sources into the hair vol-
ume and followed through multiple scattering events, and their positions and directions
are stored into a 5D hierarchical data structure to record the ﬂow of particles through
space. In the second pass a density estimate is performed simultaneously in position and
direction to estimate the radiance arriving at a hair from a particular direction.
The method is most closely related to volume photon mapping [25], but there are
several important diﬀerences. First, all ray tracing is done using geometry; no continu-
ous medium is used. Second, we deposit photons along the particle paths with uniform
probability, rather than at the interactions themselves. Third, we use a 5D density esti-
mate rather than 3D, to better handle strong directional variations in radiance. Together
these changes result in a weighted photon density that is simply equal to the indirect
radiance Ls(x,ω).
Depositing photons During particle tracing, photons are generated along the path of
each particle with a constant probability per unit length. We use Russian Roulette to
terminate the paths, so that the weights of the photons remain constant.2 In this way,
the expected number of photons recorded in a particular volume with directions in a
particular solid angle is directly proportional to the total length of particle paths within
that volume and solid angle. This path length is in turn proportional to particle ﬂux, and
for suitably small volumes and solid angles the density of particles is an estimate of the
radiance. Note that depositing photons in this fashion avoids any bias near the surface
of the hair, as photons are placed along paths until they exit the bounding volume.
2The colored absorption in the ﬁbers causes the weights in channels with higher absorption to decrease
and those in less absorptive channels to increase as photon depth increases, but the average weight is ﬁxed.
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Figure 5.3: Depositing photons in the photon map. Top: depositing photons at interac-
tion points, as done in previous work, results in a photon density that is proportional to
the hair density, which is diﬃcult to correct for. Bottom: depositing photons uniformly
along paths results in a photon density that is proportional to radiance.
In volumetric photon mapping, particles are conventionally stored at each scattering
event, producing a density that is proportional to the amount of outscattered radiance
[25]. The photon map is then used to estimate the inscattering term of the volume ren-
dering equation, which redistributes the outscattered radiance, so this density is exactly
what is needed. In our application, however, since the individual scatterers (ﬁbers) are
visible, we intend to use the photon map to compute illumination on an individual ﬁber.
To do this we must estimate the radiance distribution in the volume before it interacts
with the hair. If photons are placed in the map when paths interact with hairs, their
powers must be divided by the local hair density in their direction in order for photon
density to be used to illuminate ﬁbers [25]. As we show in the next section our photons
therefore need to carry a quantity that is power times distance. The diﬀerence in units is
due to the factor of the volume scattering coeﬃcient σs, with units of inverse distance,
that is built into their density [23].
81Photon storage and density estimation In conventional photon mapping, photons
generated during the particle tracing pass are stored in a 3D tree, so that the n nearest
photons to a given 3D point can be found eﬃciently. The photons are selected with-
out regard to direction. For anisotropic scattering, nonuniformity in the distribution of
photon directions is then handled by weighting the collected photons by the scattering
function for the photon’s direction [25]:
(ω ·∇ )Lin(x,ω) ≈
n  
p=1
fs(x,ωp,ω)
3Pp
4πr3
 
W
m3sr
 
, (5.3)
where Lin is inscattered radiance, Pp is the power of photon p, and r is the radius of the
smallest sphere centered at x that contains all n photons.
This reweighting procedure works well if radiance is mildly directional or the scat-
tering function is fairly isotropic. But it performs poorly when the radiance distribu-
tion is highly directional and the scattering function has strong peaks. If most of the
nearby photons are traveling in directions that don’t align with the peaks of the scat-
tering function, very few photons will contribute signiﬁcantly, leading to high variance.
The situation is analogous to rendering reﬂection from a specular surface using samples
distributed according to the incident light distribution [74].
A 3D photon map reduces noise through smoothing in the spatial dimensions, but
has no similar mechanism for smoothing in the angular dimensions. In estimating the
scattering integral the individual photons are treated as point samples. In our system
we solve this problem by performing density estimation with respect to position and
direction together (Figure 5.5). We retrieve a set of photons that are nearby in space to
a particular point and also nearby in angle to a particular direction, and use their density
to directly estimate radiance in that position and direction. This density is measured in
the 5D space that is the Cartesian product of the set of possible directions (the direction
sphere) with the set of possible positions (3D Euclidean space).
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Figure 5.4: A 5D lookup in 6D Euclidean space. In 3D position space, a lookup of
radius r simply encompasses a volume of 4πr3/3. In the 3D space of direction vectors, a
corresponding lookup of radius r/
√
w centered at a point on the unit sphere will include
a 2D circular solid angle of size πr2/w. Thus the total 5-volume contained in the lookup
is the product of this solid angle and 3D volume.
To perform this new type of density estimate we must eﬃciently locate photons near
a point in 5D space, then calculate the size of the region in which they were found. Both
these operations require choosing a metric for position-direction space.
To allow the use of a simple spatial data structure, we embed the 5D space in 6D
Euclidean space by representing the directions as unit vectors. That is, the point (p,ω)i s
represented by the 6-tuple (px, py, pz,ω x,ω y,ω z). This embedding is convenient because
it is easy to deﬁne a circular solid angle around a direction ω: it is the intersection of a
sphere centered at ω with the direction sphere (see Figure 5.4). The solid angle (that is,
the area on the direction sphere) that is selected by a lookup of radius r around a given
direction vector is
Ω=
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
πr2 0 ≤ r < 2
4π 2 ≤ r
. (5.4)
Once the lookup region has a radius of 2, it envelops the entire direction sphere, and so
further increases in radius have no eﬀect.
These 6D points are stored in a 6D tree (that is, a k-D tree with k = 6), which is
a straightforward generalization of the usual 3D tree that allows for eﬃcient n-nearest-
neighbor queries using reasonable metrics in 6D Euclidean space.
83Because the dimensions of position-direction space are not all of the same type,
choosing a metric deﬁnes a conversion between distances and angles. If one pair of
photons with the same direction has positions separated by a distance r, while a second
pair of photons with the same position has directions separated by an angle θ, the metric
must choose which pair is closer. This establishes a key tradeoﬀ between directional and
spatial resolution in our algorithm, which we control by explicitly deﬁning a weight w
that can be used to adjust the relative importance of direction and position in the metric.
Since we actually deﬁne and apply the metric in the 6D space in which the photons
are stored, we also must ensure that it is easy to compute the 5-volume of the region of
position-direction space that falls within a particular distance according to the metric.
For our metric we chose the maximum of the Euclidean metrics in position and direction
space, compared using the weight w:
d((p1,ω 1),(p2,ω 2)) = max( p1 − p2 ,
√
w ω1 − ω2 ). (5.5)
The weight w is deﬁned so that a distance of
√
w in position space equates to a
distance of one unit in direction space. The value of w will depend on the scene’s scale,
and has units of m2
sr . In practice, w is chosen to provide a desirable combination of
spatial and angular accuracy for a particular scene. It also is often useful to choose w
and a maximum lookup radius rmax such that rmax ≤
√
2w to prevent any photon lookup
from encompassing a solid angle greater than one hemisphere.
With the metric proposed above, a 5-ball is simply the Cartesian product of a 3D
sphere with a circular solid angle. The 5-volume is then just the product of the two
volumes:
V(r) =
 
πr2
w
  
4π
3
r
3
 
=
4π2
3w
r
5. (5.6)
Other choices of metric certainly exist, such as 6D Euclidean distance. This would
84provide a continuous trade oﬀ between space and direction that could select points spa-
tially close yet distant in direction as well as points nearby in direction but far away in
space. This behavior, while possibly desirable in some situations, makes it more dif-
ﬁcult to reason about the extent of the lookup, and complicates the calculation of the
5-volume.
If we let Qp be the value of photon p with units of W · m, then the estimated radiance
corresponding to a 5D lookup of n photons that are found in a 5-ball of radius r is:
˜ Ls(x,ω) =
n  
p=1
3wQp
4π2r5
 
W
m2sr
 
. (5.7)
It is important to set a maximum radius for lookups to prevent lookups in very dark areas
from wasting time searching very large 5-volumes to ﬁnd enough photons [23].
One important implication of a 5D lookup volume is that as the number of photons in
the map increases, the radius shrinks very slowly, as the inverse ﬁfth root of the number
of photons. To double resolution, the number of photons must increase by a factor of
32. By comparison, normal volume photon mapping requires a factor of 8 increase to
double resolution, and surface photon mapping only 4.
5.4.3 Radiance caching for hair
Ordinary surface photon mapping gains a great deal of eﬃciency from irradiance
caching [77], which allows expensive ﬁnal gather computations to be reused across a
smoothly varying illumination ﬁeld on a surface. Without an irradiance cache, a great
deal of computation is wasted performing ﬁnal gathers on nearly identical illumination
ﬁelds for adjacent points on the same surface.
Our system shares the same property: close-together viewing rays will generally
85Figure 5.5: A 2D example of gathering photons in both position and direction. The
smaller-radius gather on the left collects photons that have directions that fall within a
particular angle from the lookup direction and also have positions that fall inside a circle
centered at the lookup point. When the radius increases on the right, the area and the
angle of the gathered region grow together.
land in spatially close-by positions and if similar scattered directions are chosen, will
wind up gathering nearly the same sets of photons. However, in hair there is no as-
sumption of diﬀuse illumination, and the scattering functions of adjacent hairs can be
quite diﬀerent from one another (if the properties of the ﬁbers vary, or if there is eccen-
tricity and the hairs have diﬀerent orientations). This generally prevents direct reuse of
results from one hair when rendering another hair, even if it is only a fraction of a mil-
limeter away. However, along the ﬁbers we may expect the scattered radiance to vary
as smoothly as the incident light distribution varies with respect to space, provided the
amount of ﬁber twist is small over the typical distance of interpolation.
Taking these constraints into account, our method incorporates a ﬁber radiance
cache that allows for reuse of previously computed scattered radiance values for ad-
ditional rays that hit the same ﬁber. The idea is simple: each ﬁber has a list of radiance
samples, and if a ray lands between two samples and is close enough to both, its radiance
will be interpolated from those samples. If there are no nearby samples, its radiance is
calculated using the photon map and the result is added to the cache. If there is exactly
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Figure 5.6: The ﬁber radiance cache. Cached radiance values are stored at points on
ﬁbers, and they can be reused for other sample points on the same ﬁber that are within a
distance determined by the radius of the photon lookup used to compute them.
one nearby sample, radiance is calculated at a point farther along the ﬁber and cached,
so the radiance at the original point can be interpolated from the cache. The maximum
reuse distance for a cached radiance value is deﬁned as a ﬁxed fraction of the minimum
photon map lookup radius used in computing that value; we have generally used the
fraction 0.5, so that a sample can be interpolated only from samples whose lookup vol-
umes all overlap by at least a full radius. Figure 5.6 illustrates the basic cache behavior,
and the cache logic is detailed in pseudocode in Figure 5.7.
To prevent the radiance cache from occupying a lot of memory, the image is com-
puted in blocks, and the cache is emptied before starting each block. The per-ﬁber
sample lists are stored in a hash table by ﬁber ID, so only as many lists as there are
visible ﬁbers in one block will ever be created. In general, the cache performed very
well in our test cases, reducing the number of photon map lookups per block by 90% or
more. Further details on performance can be found in the results section.
87RenderEyeRay(ray):
 hair,  t = IntersectScene(ray)   [t is a parameter along the hair]
  singleScatter = GetDirectIllumination(hair, t, ray.dir)
  multipleScatter = GetCachedRadiance(hair, t, ray.dir)
 return  singleScatter + multipleScatter 
GetCachedRadiance(hair, t, viewDir):
 sample0, sample1 = FindNeighboringSamplesOnHair(hair, t)
 if  at least one sample is present and close enough
   if  only one sample is present and close enough
   let  sample0 be the valid sample
   tnew = ChooseNewSampleLocation(sample0, t)
   sample1 = (tnew, IlluminateHair(hair, tnew, viewDir))
   AddSample(hair,  sample1)
  radiance  =  InterpolateSamples(sample0, sample1 , t)
 else   [no valid samples found]
  radiance  =  IlluminateHair(hair,  t, viewDir)
  AddSample(hair,  (t, radiance))
 return  radiance
IlluminateHair(hair, t, viewDir):
  shadingPoint = hair.position(t)
  reflectedRadiance = 0
  for i = 1 to NUM_STABS
    atten, dir = ChooseScatteredDirection(hair, viewDir)
    inRadiance = PhotonMapLookup(shadingPoint, dir)
    reflectedRadiance += inRadiance * atten / NUM_STABS
  return reflectedRadiance 
PhotonMapLookup(point, dir):
 photonList,  r = LocatePhotons(point, dir, MAX_RADIUS)
  totalPower = sum of power of photons in photonList
  lookupMeasure = 4/3 * π2 * r5 / WEIGHT
  return totalPower / lookupMeasure
Figure 5.7: Pseudocode of the new rendering method.
5.4.4 Algorithm recap
We now summarize our new method in its entirety. Pseudocode is also included in
Figure 5.7.
The particle tracing pass takes as parameters the total desired photon count and the
mean distance d between photons along a ray. Paths are generated through the hair
volume, using the cylinder model to generate the scattered direction at each interaction.
After the ﬁrst interaction, photons are deposited randomly along the path, one in every
88interval of length d along the path. The photons are generated even in empty space, so
a bounding volume is used that extends at least the maximum lookup radius beyond the
hair in all directions; photons are only deposited until the ray exits the volume.3 This
process is continued until the desired number of photons have been stored.
The rendering pass traces eye rays into the hair volume, and at the ﬁrst intersection
it computes direct illumination using the scattering model. It combines this with the
scattered radiance from the hair at that point, which it ﬁrst attempts to interpolate from
the ﬁber radiance cache. If this is not possible, the illumination computation proceeds by
generating a ﬁxed number of directions according to the cylinder scattering procedure
and performing a 5D photon map lookup for each direction. Each of these yields a
radiance estimate, which are then averaged together weighted by the attenuation from
the scattering procedure to get the result. We use enough directions to get a low-variance
estimate that is then added to the cache, to be later interpolated for nearby calculations
on the same ﬁber.
5.5 Results
To validate this new rendering technique, we developed a number of test scenes that
include lighting of highly complex hair geometry from the front, from the back, and
from a sharp-edged spotlight. In each case, we compare our result to a result from a
Monte Carlo path tracer that generates paths using the cylinder scattering procedure and
calculates direct illumination using the approximation from Marschner et al. [50] at each
interaction. In each scene, the hair ﬁbers have identical properties: the radius is 41 μm,
the eccentricity is 0.9, the azimuthal orientation is chosen randomly, and the color is
3If the bounding volume is not convex, the ray must still be traced to see if it re-enters the volume.
89reddish blond, with absorption coeﬃcient σa = (0.03,0.11,0.2) per hair radius in the
spotlight scene, σa = (0.045,0.11,0.2) in the backlit scene, and σa = (0.03,0.07,0.15)
in the frontlit scene. All photon mapped images were rendered with 64 eye rays per
pixel for anti-aliasing. Details of the parameters used for the photon map in each of the
scenes are listed in Table 5.1, and the performance results are listed in Table 5.2.
The ﬁrst test scene consists of several thousand nearly parallel hair ﬁbers illuminated
perpendicularly by a spotlight 2 cm in diameter from a distance of 1 m. The camera is
positioned 40 cm from the center of the hair, in a direction 15◦toward the root of the
ﬁbers. Figure 5.8 shows the results of the path tracer and of our new method. Both
results appear quite similar, displaying important features that result from multiple scat-
tering. The presence of light outside the spotlight must be due to multiple scattering,
and its spreading primarily across the ﬁbers is consistent with the discussion in Section
5.3. The increased amount of light toward the top of the image (toward the camera)
is indicative of the strong directionality of the scattered radiance ﬁeld. While the new
photon mapping method does introduce a small amount of blur, the ﬁne features of in-
dividual hair ﬁbers and the overall character of the image are both preserved. In the
photograph at the right in Figure 5.8, you can see eﬀects similar to those in the rendered
images, although the hair is darker in color and less well aligned than the model used
for rendering, which reduces the directionality and intensity of multiply scattered light.
Figure 5.9 shows another scene that cannot be accurately rendered without multi-
ple scattering. A 25 cm long blond ponytail composed of 27,000 ﬁbers hangs directly
between a point light source and the camera. With direct illumination only, the hair
appears unrealistic, with sharp shadows, little color, and opacity everywhere but at the
edges. Including multiple scattering softens the sharp direct illumination and introduces
a colorful translucent quality that varies with the density of the hair ﬁbers. These addi-
90Figure 5.8: Blond hair illuminated by a spotlight, resulting in a diﬀused glow of multiply
scattered light, and viewed from 15◦above. Our method produces the same spread of
illumination with lower noise in 2.2 hours than path tracing does in 90 hours. The
photon map slightly blurs the indirect light, but the texture of the hair remains sharp.
The photograph shows a similar glow, though not identical because of diﬀerences in the
properties of the hair. These images are logarithmically scaled to compress dynamic
range.
91Figure 5.9: Renderings of a ponytail lit from behind. With direct illumination only, the
hairappearstooopaque, withahard-edgedhighlight. Accountingformultiplescattering
adds softness and a translucent quality, as seen in the results of a 100 hour path tracing
and our method in 2.7 hours. The w = 0 image, which ignores directionality in the
radiance ﬁeld, produces the wrong intensity near the plane of the light source.
tions greatly increase realism, similar to the photograph in Figure 5.1. This test case is
very challenging for our approach, because the majority of the photons are deposited on
the back side of the model and we calculate illumination on the front. In spite of this
diﬃculty, our method performs very well, producing a low noise image that accurately
conveys the contribution of multiple scattering. The ﬁnal image in Figure 5.9 shows
the result of our method using directional weight w = 0, meaning photons are selected
based on position and not direction. The brightening at the sides of the ponytail, where
the sheet of scattered light is aligned with the camera direction, is lost when directional
variation is ignored in this way.
Finally, we set up a more typical scene in which the same ponytail is illuminated
fromapoint20◦totheleftofthecamera. InFigure5.10, weshowtheresultsofrendering
with and without multiple scattering included. While the direct illumination image does
convey the shape and texture of the ponytail, it fails to account for a signiﬁcant amount
92Figure 5.10: Renderings of a ponytail lit from the front. Direct illumination captures the
surface highlight but has entirely the wrong color. Our new method correctly simulates
the color and softness caused by multiple scattering in 2.5 hours, agreeing well with
the 60 hour path traced result. The w = 0 result, which assumes multiply scattered
light is isotropic, demonstrates the importance of maintaining direction in the scattered
radiance.
of energy in the scene, which is evident in the added color, glow, and softness present in
the path traced and photon mapped images. Here, the photon mapping tends to spread
the very directional low order scattering over a slightly broader solid angle, causing
some blurring of surface features, but the overall result is quite similar to the path traced
result. The w = 0 photon mapping result, ignoring direction in the indirect radiance,
appears much darker and less saturated than the correct result. This is because, in the
correct solution, the camera direction is receiving more multiply scattered light than
average.
For each of these scenes, our photon mapping approach produces eﬀectively noise-
free images 1–2 orders of magnitude faster than the equivalent path traced image can be
produced. The ﬁber radiance cache has a profound impact on the running time of our
algorithm, particularly for higher resolution, anti-aliased images such as these. As listed
in Table 5.1, the cache hit rate was consistently high, leading to performance that scales
93Table 5.1: The various scene attributes and parameters to our method. The Spacing
column represents the mean distance between photons deposited along paths. Dirs is the
number of directions in which the photon map is queried for each indirect illumination
calculation, and Number is the number of photons gathered in each query.
Scene Size # Hairs Photons Spacing Dirs Number w (cm2
sr )
Spot 800x400 13,000 80M 0.9 mm 75 75 0.81
Backlit 462x924 27,000 90M 3.0 mm 15 50 6.25
Frontlit 462x924 27,000 90M 2.0 mm 20 50 0.5625
Table 5.2: The performance results for the new photon mapping method. Pass 1 rep-
resents the particle tracing phase, and Pass 2 includes both the direct and indirect illu-
mination calculations. Hit % represents the average cache hit rate at the given settings.
All methods were implemented in Java as single-threaded applications and ran on a dual
Intel Xeon 3.8 Ghz workstation.
Scene Pass 1 Pass 2 Total Hit % Path Trace
Spot 0.6 hr 1.6 hr 2.2 hr 98 90 hr
Backlit 0.9 hr 1.8 hr 2.7 hr 94 100 hr
Frontlit 0.8 hr 1.7 hr 2.5 hr 93 60 hr
extremely well as the number of pixels and rays/pixel increase. In all, our method repre-
sents an eﬃcient and accurate way of including the contributions of multiple scattering
in renderings of hair assemblies.
5.6 Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the very diﬃcult problem of simulating multiple scattering
in hair, previously only approachable using path tracing, can be simulated much more
eﬃciently by using a two-pass particle tracing and density estimation approach. Our
method builds on the idea of volumetric photon mapping for participating media, but
with some important new modiﬁcations. These changes are made necessary by two
factors. The density of stored photons needs to be proportional to radiance, not scat-
tered radiance, because the map is being used to light geometric hairs, not to compute
94scattering in a volume. The generalization to a 5D position-direction space is required
because of the optical nature of hair: light spreads anisotropically and remains quite
directional even after several scattering events. This directionality, combined with the
sharply peaked scattering function of a hair ﬁber, makes a smooth estimate in direction,
as well as space, crucial to performance.
The general idea of using a smooth volumetric model for light scattered from com-
plex geometry has implications that go beyond hair. Other scenes with densely packed
scatterers in which multiple scattering is important (for example, a pile of soap bubbles
appears white due to multiple scattering) may be rendered using very similar techniques.
This idea can also be carried further, to using volumetric rendering methods for the scat-
tering simulation as well as for reconstructing the radiance ﬁeld.
In this work we have used commercial tools to generate the hair models. There
is no reason to expect the geometric arrangement of strands in the resulting model to
be similar to that in real hair, and this limits our ability to compare to measurements.
Determining and simulating the typical geometric properties of real hair assemblies is
required to get results that can be quantitatively validated against measurements.
95CHAPTER 6
EFFICIENT MULTIPLE SCATTERING IN HAIR USING SPHERICAL
HARMONICS
The method described in Chapter 5 makes it possible to render multiple scattering
in hair several orders of magnitude faster than using Monte Carlo path tracing. How-
ever, the use of the 5D photon map introduces a large memory overhead as well as
a performance bottleneck during radiance estimation. In order to improve upon these
shortcomings, we introduce a new method that does not store particles explicitly. In-
stead we will use a 3D grid of spherical harmonic coeﬃcients to store local radiance,
and accumulate the contributions of individual light paths as they pass through each
grid cell. The eﬃciency of Spherical Harmonic operations during both the light tracing
and rendering passes make it possible to compute multiple scattering in hair assemblies
more than an order of magnitude faster than the previous method can, bringing the cost
of multiple scattering down to levels similar to that of single scattering.
This work was published under the title “Eﬃcient Multiple Scattering in Hair Using
Spherical Harmonics” by Jonathan T. Moon, Bruce Walter, and Stephen R. Marschner,
in the proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH 2008 [54]. It appears here with only minor
grammatical changes and with ﬁgures modiﬁed to better ﬁt the format of this document.
6.1 Introduction
Photon mapping methods have proven successful for physically based simulation of
light scattering in hair [52, 84], but they are slow and require a large amount of storage
for the photons. This work proposes a new method for computing multiple scattering
in hair. Like photon mapping, it uses a light tracing and a ray tracing pass, but it stores
96the position- and direction-dependent scattered radiance distribution in a 3D grid of
coeﬃcients for spherical harmonic basis functions. Compared to a photon map, this
representation for radiance is more compact and better organized in memory, and it
allows fast integration by sparse matrix multiplication during rendering. At the same
time, we avoid the high cost of tracing paths from ﬁber to ﬁber by replacing the hair
geometry with a voxel grid that stores density and orientation statistics, through which
paths are traced by volumetric methods.
The end result of adopting smooth representations for the essentially smooth phe-
nomena of volume scattering in hair is that our new method outperforms an implemen-
tation of photon mapping based on the same ray tracing infrastructure [52] by a factor
of 20 while achieving results of equivalent quality.
6.2 Background
6.2.1 Prior work
This work is focused on the accurate calculation of multiple scattering in volumes of
light colored hair ﬁbers. Existing techniques handle multiple scattering in a number
of diﬀerent ways. The most common is to approximate its contribution as a constant
diﬀuse term in single scattering calculations [28, 50, 86], ignoring directional eﬀects
altogether. All widely used hair rendering methods use this approach; for a survey see
Ward et al. [78]. The most accurate alternative would be to perform brute-force Monte
Carlo path tracing [27], but the rate of convergence makes it prohibitively slow. A
more practical class of methods are generalized photon mapping techniques [52, 84]
which can smoothly approximate multiple scattering in volumes by estimating densities
97of traced particles. However, those approaches are memory intensive and still require
several hours of computation to generate high quality still images. Our new method
builds upon their ideas but avoids both of these limitations.
One of the core concepts in our work is to consider assemblies of hair as continuous
volumetric media that vary both spatially and directionally. Multiple scattering within
such media has been studied extensively in computer graphics [6], including ray tracing
approaches [29], two pass methods such as photon mapping [25], and diﬀusion-based
approximations [69]. By posing the calculation of multiple scattering in hair as a con-
tinuous volumetric problem we can draw insights from these existing ideas, although
the oriented nature of hair volumes prevents these methods from being applied directly.
Other research has focused on the relationship between volumes of scattering geometry
and continuous media [53] but assumed randomly oriented geometry.
Many methods for rendering multiple scattering in clouds use a voxelized represen-
tation of a volume, and we take the same approach here. In those methods, a regular grid
stores volume parameters and is also directly used to determine the ﬂow of light through
a volume, as in ﬁnite element methods [2, 63] and energy shooting approaches [51, 55].
Our grid also stores hair volume parameters, but unlike these previous methods we trace
light paths stochastically and simply store the resulting distribution in the grid.
We use spherical harmonic functions to represent the directional radiance distribu-
tions at positions within a volume of hair. Spherical harmonics are a popular method
for representing spherical functions in applications from global illumination [79, 66]
to eﬃcient real-time rendering of soft lighting eﬀects [60, 67]. Our use of spherical
harmonics on a grid is related to the idea of irradiance volumes [17], though we store
radiance rather than irradiance and our application is diﬀerent.
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The spherical harmonics are a basis for functions on the sphere that is used widely in
graphics. More information on spherical harmonics, their deﬁnition, and their eﬃcient
evaluation can be found in the references [16, 60].
We use the real form of the spherical harmonics, which are a set of real-valued,
orthonormal functions of direction. The spherical harmonics Ym
l (ω) are indexed by two
integers l and m, called the degree and order respectively, with l ≥ 0 and |m|≤l.I n
this work, for notational simplicity we index the spherical harmonics by a single index
k > 0, so that
Y1 = Y
0
0;Y2 = Y
−1
1 ;Y3 = Y
0
1;Y4 = Y
1
1;Y5 = Y
−2
2 ;...
There are (D+1)2 spherical harmonics of degree at most D, so a function f represented
by spherical harmonics up to degree D is
f(ω) =
(D+1) 2  
k=1
ckYk(ω)
where the vector c is called the spherical harmonic coeﬃcients of the function f.W e
say that f ∈Y D = span{Y1,...,Y(D+1)2}.
The properties of the Yks that are relevant in this work are:
• The spherical harmonics are orthonormal:  Yk,Yk  = 1, and  Yk,Yk   = 0 for
k  k .1
• The spherical harmonics up to degree D are closed under rotations. Starting with
a function f ∈Y D, a rotation of that function f R(ω) = f(Rω) is still in YD.I f
the coeﬃcients of f are c, then the coeﬃcients of f R are Rc for a square matrix R
1 f,g  is the inner product with respect to solid angle over the sphere:
 
S 2 f(ω)g(ω)dω
99that depends only on R. A simple and eﬃcient algorithm for multiplying by R is
given by Kautz et al. [30].
6.3 Method
The input to our renderer is a list of 3D curves describing the geometry of the hair ﬁbers,
which are treated as elliptical tubes for ray intersection. Their scattering properties are
deﬁned by a scattering function fs(x,ω o,ω i) that describes how much light, in total, is
scattered from ωi to ωo by the ﬁber around x, without regard for its distribution across
the ﬁber (see Marschner et al. [50] for a complete deﬁnition).
Our method proceeds as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Before rendering, the hair ge-
ometry is converted into a volume, producing a regular grid of density and orientation
statistics throughout the hair. The scattering function of the ﬁbers is also processed to
convert it into a matrix suitable for transforming incident to scattered light in the spher-
ical harmonic basis.
The rendering process centers around the scattered radiance distribution Ls(x,ω),
which is the average radiance found near the point x and the direction ω, excluding light
coming directly from sources. In the ﬁrst pass, Ls is estimated everywhere in the hair by
using the stored volume statistics to trace random paths from the light sources, updating
spherical harmonic coeﬃcients describing scattered radiance in each cell of the grid.
The resulting coeﬃcients are ﬁltered to suppress ringing and noise. In the second pass,
pixels are rendered by tracing rays from the eye, and direct illumination is calculated
by sampling light sources by standard methods. Indirect illumination is computed using
the stored Ls coeﬃcients, which must be rotated into the ﬁber’s local frame, and the
precomputed scattering matrix.
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the phases of our rendering method, progressing from the
model to the volume of spherical harmonic coeﬃcients used by the rendering phase.
We chose to use spherical harmonics for two reasons: because rotations are con-
venient and eﬃcient, and because their axial structure makes them well-suited to rep-
resenting ﬁber scattering functions, which naturally separate into longitudinal and az-
imuthal components [50]. These special properties of the SH basis are only relevant in
the rendering phase; the light path tracing phase would be the same for any orthogonal
directional basis.
The spherical harmonics have some disadvantages in our application, including their
global support, which means all the coeﬃcients must be computed to evaluate a function
for a single direction, and their propensity for ringing when approximating functions
with sharp features. The measures we take to combat noise and ringing are discussed in
Section 6.3.4.
In the following sections the diﬀerent parts of the algorithm are described in more
detail, beginning with the ﬁnal rendering pass to establish notation.
1016.3.1 Rendering
To render the output image, a standard ray tracing procedure is followed starting from
the eye. When a ray hits a visible ﬁber at x with ﬁber tangent u, we must evaluate the
scattering integral:
Lo(x,ω o) =
 
S 2
fs(x,ω o,ω i)Li(x,ω i)sin(ωi,u)dωi (6.1)
The scattered radiance Lo in the direction ωo toward the eye is the integral over the
sphere S 2 of the scattering function fs against the incident radiance distribution Li with
respect to projected solid angle. Li can be expressed as a sum of direct radiance Ld and
scattered (indirect) radiance Ls. Then Lo = Lo,d + Lo,s, where
Lo,d(x,ω o) =
 
S 2
fs(x,ω o,ω i)Ld(x,ω i)sin(ωi,u)dωi (6.2)
Lo,s(x,ω o) =
 
S 2
fs(x,ω o,ω i)Ls(x,ω i)sin(ωi,u)dωi (6.3)
The direct illumination component Lo,d is computed by sampling luminaires using stan-
dard ray tracing techniques. The multiple scattering (indirect) component Lo,s is evalu-
ated based on the stored representation of Ls(x,ω i) as a set of coeﬃcients for spherical
harmonic functions:
Ls(x,ω i) ≈
(D+1) 2  
k=1
ck(x)Yk(ωi) (6.4)
The coeﬃcients ck(x) (collectively the vector c) are found by trilinearly interpolating
coeﬃcients (for spherical harmonics in the world frame) from the grid, then using the
method of Kautz et al. [30] to rotate c to c  = R(x)c so that they are deﬁned relative to
the local frame of the ﬁber at x.
Once these coeﬃcients are known, the integral in (6.3) can be computed. Because
this integral acts as a linear operator mapping Ls to Lo,s, and this operator is ﬁxed when
directions are measured in the ﬁber’s local frame, it can be expressed as a matrix trans-
formation on the coeﬃcients, so that the coeﬃcients of the exiting radiance are d  = Fc  .
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Figure 6.2: During the rendering phase, the grid of coeﬃcients is queried to ﬁnd the
scattered radiance incident on the visible ﬁber. The coeﬃcients are interpolated from
the grid, rotated into the ﬁber’s coordinate frame, and multiplied by the precomputed
scattering-function matrix to ﬁnd the distribution of radiance scattered from the ﬁber,
which is then evaluated in the viewing direction.
The precomputation of the scattering matrix F, which depends only on the properties of
the ﬁbers, is explained in Section 6.3.5. Figure 6.2 illustrates this computation.
If we have opted not to precompute F, the exitant scattered radiance from a ﬁber in
direction ωo can be estimated by generating 20 to 50 directional “stabs” by sampling
fs(x,ω o,ω i)sin(ωi,u). The ﬁltered grid values can then be used to evaluate the incident
radiance for each stab direction which, when weighted by their respective attenuation
from scattering, average together to the exitant radiance. In our implementation, the
matrix multiplication approach runs around 3 times faster than doing 20 stabs.
These shading operations are still too expensive to do per eye ray, so we used a
ﬁber radiance cache, as described by Moon and Marschner [52]. Multiple scatter-
ing computations are cached along hair ﬁbers after they are calculated, and subsequent
computations are interpolated from nearby cached values when possible.
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Figure 6.3: The attenuation coeﬃcient for a group of hair ﬁbers varies with respect to
direction. Attenuation is minimized in the average ﬁber direction ¯ ω, seen here when
θ = 0 and π, and is maximized in directions ω perpendicular to ¯ ω, when θ = π/2. As the
directional deviation ν from ¯ ω for a group of ﬁbers increases, the attenuation coeﬃcient
becomes less directional.
6.3.2 Voxelizing the hair
The complexity of hair models makes it expensive to carry out the ﬁrst pass by light
tracing the geometry. Because the details of the hair arrangement are not important for
multiple scattering, a diﬀerent path-tracing procedure can be substituted as long as it
generates the same statistical distribution of paths. We adopt a volumetric approach that
determines the attenuation and average phase function for regions within the volume,
both of which vary with direction and depend on the underlying arrangement of hair
ﬁbers.
We use the voxel grid, which is already needed to store coeﬃcients of radiance, to
also store local measures of hair density and the distribution of ﬁber directions. We as-
sume that within each region, hair ﬁbers are somewhat aligned and clustered around a
single average direction. We then consider three parameters: the average ﬁber direction
¯ ω, the standard deviation of ﬁber directions ν, and the perpendicular attenuation coeﬃ-
cient σ⊥
t . This third quantity is the attenuation σt(ω) that would result if all ﬁbers in a
voxel were parallel and well separated and ω was perpendicular to ¯ ω.
104In the parallel ﬁber case, the attenuation function σt(ω) is simply
σt(ω) = σ
⊥
t sinθ (6.5)
where θ is the angle between ω and ¯ ω. For non-parallel but still well separated ﬁbers, the
attenuation is (6.5) averaged over the distribution of ﬁber directions. This average can
be precomputed for a range of values of θ and ν and interpolated; the precomputation
takes a few seconds and is stored in a 2D table. Figure 6.3 shows plots of σt(θ)/σ⊥
t for
several values of ν. This estimate is approximate when ﬁbers are not well separated, but
we have found it to be suﬃciently accurate in practical cases.
Similarly, the phase function of a voxel is simply fs averaged over the distribution
of ﬁbers in that voxel. We can trace light paths without calculating it explicitly, as
discussed in Section 6.3.3.
To estimate ¯ ω, ν, and σ⊥
t on our voxel grid, we use a process we call voxelization.
As illustrated in Figure 6.4, we rasterize all the hair segments into the voxel grid, for
each segment visiting the voxels within a distance d from the segment. (Voxels that
are closer to one of the adjacent segments are skipped to minimize double counting
of hairs.) After this process, each voxel has a list of the nearby segment directions,
with magnitudes scaled by a weight that drops linearly to zero at the distance d. The
normalized sum of these directions is taken to be ¯ ω, ν is the standard deviation of the
dot products of the (normalized) segment directions with ¯ ω, and
σ
⊥
t =
2rN
πd2 (6.6)
where 2r is the ﬁber diameter, N is the number of nearby ﬁbers for this voxel, and d is
the voxelization search distance.
Voxels that receive no contribution are marked as empty. Cells that are far enough
from the nearest non-empty cell that they cannot participate in any lookup (even in-
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Figure 6.4: A hair ﬁber is voxelized. For each sample point near the ﬁber, contributions
are made to the density and the ﬁber direction distribution at that point, weighted based
on the minimum distance to the ﬁber. The result at each sample point is the volume
density of ﬁbers and the mean and variance of the ﬁber direction distribution.
directly via the ﬁltering pass described in Section 6.3.4) are marked inactive, and no
coeﬃcients will be allocated or computed for them.
6.3.3 Light tracing
The purpose of the light tracing phase is to estimate the scattered radiance in all direc-
tions everywhere in the hair volume, in terms of a 3D grid with a vector of spherical
harmonic coeﬃcients stored at each grid point. In this context the radiance is measured
as a density of power-weighted path length per unit volume per unit solid angle:
(power)(path length)
(volume)(solid angle)
=
W · m
m3 · sr
.
We handle the density over volume by dividing space into disjoint rectilinear voxels,
one per grid point, and computing the density for each point using the intersections of
the paths with that cell. The density over directions is easy to estimate because of the
orthogonality of our basis: the coeﬃcient of Yk at the jth grid point is
cjk =
 
p
 pjYk(ωp)ΔΦp
ΔV
(6.7)
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Figure6.5: Alightpathbeingtracedthroughthevoxelgrid. Foreachcellapathsegment
intersects, a contribution to the directional radiance coeﬃcients at that cell’s sample
point is made, proportional to the path length within the cell. The result at each sample
point is a set of spherical harmonic coeﬃcients representing the directional distribution
of scattered radiance averaged over the cell.
where the sum is over the intersections of all path segments with the cell j, which has
volumeΔV. Thecontributionisproportionaltothelength pjoftheintersectionbetween
segment p and cell j, and to the power ΔΦp associated with the light particle. This
process is illustrated in Figure 6.5.
Light tracing proceeds by tracing paths from light sources in a distribution propor-
tional to emitted power, in the same way as for photon mapping, keeping track of the
power associated with each path. After the ﬁrst geometric scattering event, we walk
through the voxel grid along each path segment, making a contribution according to
(6.7) for each intersected grid cell. Scattering occurs according to σt(ω) for each voxel,
which is derived from that voxel’s stored parameters as discussed in Section 6.3.2. Upon
scattering, we choose a ﬁber direction u from the distribution described by ¯ ω and ν and
then sample scattered direction ωi from fs(x,ω o,ω i)sin(ωi,u).
As in earlier work [52], we use a ray tracing procedure to choose ωi according to
fs(x,ω o,ω i)sin(ωi,u). Since the model of Marschner et al. [50] is diﬃcult to sample,
we instead compute the refracted direction for a random entry point on a rough ellip-
107tical ﬁber.2 This produces an accurate phase function but is too expensive to evaluate
relative to the cost of traversing the volume. To eliminate this cost we use a table-driven
scattering procedure: instead of running the computation anew for each scattering event,
we compute several thousand random directions for each possible inclination, then ran-
domly choose one of these stored directions for each scattering event during the simu-
lation. Incident rays are generated with random azimuthal angle and randomly across
the width of a ﬁber, resulting in a 2D distribution that, though discrete, gives an excel-
lent approximation to the correct behavior once it has been smoothed through multiple
scattering and projection onto the spherical harmonics basis.
6.3.4 Filtering
Because the path density contains sharp peaks in some areas, directly using the accu-
mulated coeﬃcients will lead to ringing in the spherical harmonics. Unfortunately, the
Gibbs phenomenon states that increasing the degree of the spherical harmonics will not
reduce this ringing appreciably until the peak is fully resolved, which would require far
more coeﬃcients than is practical. Instead, we apply a gentle lowpass ﬁlter, attenuating
the coeﬃcients by a factor that drops smoothly to zero just beyond the maximum degree.
In the spatial domain, there is random noise in the coeﬃcients that depends on the
ratio of the number of cells to the number of paths. To reduce this noise to impercep-
tible levels, we can increase the number of paths, decrease the grid resolution, or use a
smoothing ﬁlter to average nearby cells. For a given budget of paths, we normally use a
dense enough grid that the noise would be evident in images, because it can be removed
more controllably by spatial ﬁltering than by decreasing grid resolution. Speciﬁcally,
2We simulate roughness by simply randomizing surface normals at ﬁber interfaces. This introduces a
slight non-physical bias, but has little eﬀect on the method’s overall accuracy.
108we convolve the grid with a box ﬁlter that has spherical support between 1.5 and 3 grid
cells in radius. Less aggressive ﬁltering is required for still frames than for animations,
because the spatial noise is at fairly low frequency and is hard to notice until temporal
incoherence turns it into perceptible ﬂicker.
6.3.5 Scattering matrix estimation
Before the rendering of a particular model begins, we precompute the representation
of the hair’s scattering function in terms of the spherical harmonic basis. As with any
linear operator applied to functions in an orthonormal basis, the eﬀect of applying the
scattering integral to the radiance expressed in spherical harmonics amounts to a lin-
ear transformation of the coeﬃcients. Substituting (6.4) into (6.3) and computing the
coeﬃcients d 
j =  Yj,Lo,s :
d
 
j =
 
Yj,
 
S 2
fs(ω
 
o,ω
 
i)
(D+1) 2  
k=1
c
 
k Yk(ω
 
i)sin(ω
 
i,u
 )dω
 
i
 
=
(D+1) 2  
k=1
Fjk c
 
k (6.8)
where ω 
i and ω 
o are directions measured relative to the local coordinate frame of the
ﬁber, and u  is the ﬁber direction in the local frame (the z axis). The matrix entries are
then:
Fjk =

fs(ω
 
o,ω
 
i)Yj(ω
 
o)Yk(ω
 
i)sin(ω
 
i,u
 )dω
 
i dω
 
o (6.9)
The matrix F depends only on the ﬁbers’ intrinsic scattering properties. In a pre-process,
which only needs to be run when the properties of the ﬁbers are changed, we compute
these integrals using straightforward Monte Carlo integration, then threshold the matrix
to obtain a sparse approximation with about 2% nonzero entries. When the hair pa-
rameters need to be changed frequently, we resort to the somewhat slower “stabbing”
109alternative for the integration in the ﬁnal pass (see Section 6.3.1).
In our models we have no ﬁber-to-ﬁber variation in properties; all texture arises
from illumination eﬀects. However, when such variation is required, multiple precom-
puted scattering matrices may be interpolated to obtain scattering matrices for a range
of parameters.
6.4 Results
We implemented our method in Java, using a hierarchical grid to accelerate ray-hair
intersection. Timings are reported for a single-threaded process running on a 3.0 Ghz
Intel Core 2 Duo workstation. Spherical harmonics up to degree 15 (256 coeﬃcients)
were used for all the results.
Our method involves four diﬀerent precomputations: we voxelize the hair geometry
(Section 6.3.2), we tabulate the ﬁbers’ volume attenuation function (Section 6.3.2), we
tabulate the scattering function of an individual ﬁber (Section 6.3.3), and we (optionally)
precompute a sparse scattering matrix F (Section 6.3.5). All of these computations
except for the generation of the scattering matrix are performed at run-time, and are
thus included in the reported timings for the Tracing phase of our method. Typically,
voxelization takes 10 seconds, and tabulating the attenuation function and scattering
function each take 3 seconds.
The oﬀ-line precomputation of the scattering matrix for a particular hair type (color
andeccentricity) requires500,000importance-sampleddirection pairevaluationstopro-
duce a matrix that gives visually indistinguishable results from those of the stabbing ren-
dering method. This takes 700 seconds on a single processing core, but since this matrix
110Figure 6.6: Comparison against the method of Moon and Marschner [52], using their
model and both their (left) and our (right) methods. We obtain results of equivalent
visual quality, but more than an order of magnitude faster.
depends only on the ﬁber properties this work can be amortized over many frames of an
animation.
In Figure 6.6, we show the comparison between our new method and the photon
mapping method of Chapter 5 for computing directionally varying multiple scattering
in hair. We rendered the front-lit and back-lit ponytail scenes from the previous chapter
with both methods. With both models tuned to produce a level of noise acceptable in a
still image, the previous method consumed around 1.5 hrs of CPU time and 1.5 GB of
RAM, whereas our new method produces multiple scattering results of similar quality in
5 minutes using 270 MB of RAM. Note that direct illumination is calculated separately
in both cases, and took an additional 10 minutes to compute.
For three models, ponytail, curls, and braids, we produced animations of the hair
revolving in studio-like soft lighting (a key light 50 degrees to the right of the viewer,
and rim light 150 degrees to the left for ponytail and braids) and of a small light source
orbiting around them. These videos demonstrate the ability of our method to capture a
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Figure 6.7: Renderings of three hairstyles using our new method. (a-c) Renderings
under studio-like lighting, producing realistic results under relatively soft lighting. (d-
f) Renderings under strong back lighting, illustrating our method’s ability to handle
stronger directional eﬀects. See the accompanying video for animation sequences cor-
responding to these six images.
variety of directional eﬀects across a range of poses and lighting conditions.
Figure 6.7 shows a single frame from each of these animations. Some points to
notice in these images and in the animations include:
• In the ponytail studio scene, note the strong directional eﬀects near the bottom
of the hair. When the hair is curving toward the camera, the camera is near the
specular cone of the key light and the hair looks light; when it is facing away,
although it is still illuminated, the hair appears dark because the light is scattered
away from the camera.
• In the braids studio scene, note that our grid successfully resolves the intricate
112Table 6.1: The parameters of our model and details of our scenes.
Scene Hairs Segments Grid size Active cells Paths Smoothing r
Ponytail 27K 1M 33x109x49 46074 160M 2.2 cells
Braids 48K 5M 74x107x32 160686 100M 2.0 cells
Curls 8K 1.5M 46x133x87 132165 100M 2.0 cells
Table 6.2: Performance results. Timings refer to the computation of multiple scattering
only; single scattering typically took about 1 hour per frame for studio scenes and 10
minutes for orbiting scenes. During animations, timings and memory usage vary based
on the geometry’s orientation to the lights and camera. Images were rendered at 600 x
600 resolution, 64 rays per pixel. All tests were performed one a single core of a 3.0
Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo workstation restricted to 1 GB of RAM.
Scene Trace time Render time Total time
Ponytail 11 min 2 min 13 min
Braids 10 min 3 min 13 min
Curls 8 min 4 min 12 min
changes in multiple scattering produced by the braids. The multiple scattering
component plays an important role in the appearance of the highlights on the
braids. Also, note how light bleeds translucently into the shadows cast by the
braids, taking on a more saturated color.
Rendering multiple scattering in these animations takes on average 13 minutes per
frame on a single processing core, depending on the orientation of the geometry with
respect to the light sources and camera. This is longer than a single still image because
more paths, and somewhat increased smoothing, are required to completely eliminate
ﬂicker. Rendering single scattering takes around 1 hour for studio scenes and 10 min-
utes for orbit scenes—considerably longer than the full multiple scattering computation.
Table 6.1 lists these timings in further detail, as well as other parameters of our method
and of the scenes we rendered.
1136.5 Conclusions
In this work we have demonstrated that physically based multiple scattering simulation
for hair does not have to be nearly as expensive as previously thought. The methods pre-
sented here bring multiple scattering down in cost to where it can be used in production
to achieve the subtle coloration and radiant “glow” that are characteristic of hair.
Onemajorreasonforourmethod’sspeedisthatittakesfulladvantageofthesmooth-
ness in the multiple scattering distribution, without giving up the ability to render im-
portant eﬀects caused by directionally varying multiple scattering. Another result of
this smoothness assumption, however, is that there is a limit to how directional radiance
distributions can be and still be accurately represented by our spherical harmonic basis.
Similarly, the spatial resolution of our method is limited by the spacing of our rectilin-
ear grid. This results in an amount of spatial and angular blurring comparable to photon
mapping methods, but with considerably less memory and time required.
An important factor limiting the quality of the results is the quality of the models.
Our models were created in a state-of-the-art hair modeling system, but we still do not
know whether they are arranged at all similarly to the ﬁbers in real hair assemblies.
Learning about the statistics of ﬁbers in natural hair and creating tools that can produce
physically plausible ﬁber arrangements are important areas of future work that will help
physically based rendering of hair achieve its full potential.
114CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
Three diﬀerent techniques have been presented in this dissertation that make it pos-
sible to eﬃciently render discrete random media—a task not previously possible due to
the complex geometry, directional scattering functions, and large amounts of multiple
scattering in these types of media. Central to all of these methods is the observation that
multiply scattered radiance distributions in discrete random media are smooth as a re-
sult of the random arrangement of scatterers coupled with the large number of scattering
events along light paths, in spite of the high frequencies of the geometry and scattering
functions. By assuming smooth multiple scattering, our rendering algorithms can treat
discrete scattering media as if they were continuous media in many respects, and can
thus perform orders of magnitude faster than Monte Carlo path tracing can.
One technique that we introduced for treating discrete random media continuously is
through the use of precomputed scattering solutions. In the case of media with homoge-
neously distributed and isotropically oriented scatterers, we describe how light scatters
within a given spherical volume ﬁlled with scatterers as a three dimensional function.
These functions are precomputed by tracing paths from the centers of randomly ori-
ented spherical regions within the discrete random medium and storing the outgoing
distributions. This results in a description of the “average” scattering behavior of the
medium, which is then used to rapidly trace paths through the medium in large steps
and to estimate direct illumination near the medium’s surface, both of which accelerate
the rendering process signiﬁcantly.
The other two rendering methods in this dissertation apply to all kinds of discrete
random media, including the motivating example of hair ﬁber assemblies. First, we
proposed a novel extension to the photon mapping technique for continuous scattering
115media that is suited to discrete scattering media with unknown statistics and with highly
directional scattering functions. Multiple scattering is estimated by searching for light
particles in a photon map that are near in both location and direction, an estimate that
we have shown to be accurate in the presence of smooth multiple scattering.
Finally, we improved upon our photon mapping approach by removing the photon
map as the data structure used to estimate scattered radiance. Instead, we store scattered
radiance distributions at points on a regular grid by their projections onto a spherical
harmonic basis. This approach uses considerably less memory than the photon map,
and makes estimation of scattered radiance much more eﬃcient. Furthermore, while the
previous method traced light paths through the explicit geometry of the discrete random
medium, we showed here that a similar set of paths can be traced by ﬁrst determining
the statistics of the explicit geometry in each grid cell and then using those statistics to
generate paths, as if we were tracing through a grid of continuous scattering media. The
combination of this new tracing approach with the use of spherical harmonic basis func-
tions makes both passes of this approach much more eﬃcient than the photon mapping
method by a factor of 20 or more.
In this work we have demonstrated a number of techniques that enable the eﬃcient
rendering of discrete random media. Yet just as we have solved many of the problems
associated with rendering these media, several other questions have been raised that we
feel deserve further study. For instance, we assume in all of this work that multiple
scattering is smooth without formally quantifying or bounding the smoothness. The
term “multiple scattering” implicitly assumes that a single scattering event is suﬃcient
to introduce smoothness, yet for perfectly specular surfaces this may not always be true.
Moreover, in choosing the number of spherical harmonic basis functions to use or the
number of light paths to trace during photon mapping we limit our ability to capture
116high frequency radiance distributions. A more complete understanding how scattering
aﬀects the frequency of radiance, when these smoothness assumptions apply, and what
parameters are necessary to properly capture directional eﬀects in systems like these
would be valuable.
Another general idea that we would like to see developed further is the use of alter-
nate, statistical representations of discrete random media to trace light paths. In Chap-
ter 4, we showed that shell transport functions can be used to describe bulk scattering
within a homogeneous medium, but as the shells grow in radius we see that the func-
tions become quite smooth—perhaps inviting further simpliﬁcation. In Chapter 6, we
constructed a basic parametrized representation of the hair geometry found in each regu-
lar grid cell, used those parameters to determine directional density, then drew an object
from the distribution to interact with when a scattering event occurred. Are there other
ways to represent the distribution of scatterers within a given region? Are there other
ways to trace paths and scatter rays using these representations? We hope that further
research will address these questions.
Finally, a problem that we have encountered throughout this work is that there is a
disconnect between the real-world discrete random media that we would like to be able
to render and the models that we use as inputs to our systems. The geometric complexity
of 100,000 hair ﬁbers or 1 million soap bubbles limits the eﬀectiveness of scanning
or otherwise digitizing real samples, but neither procedural modeling nor simulation
techniques can guarantee results that will have the same geometric properties as those
that occur in nature. This work has shown the importance of local and global structure
to multiple scattering in particular, and while we can use arbitrarily generated models to
compare competing rendering algorithms, our results will not be truly compelling until
we ﬁnd ways to make our models match the real thing.
117Multiple scattering is very important to the appearance of discrete random media, as
is readily seen in the renderings throughout this dissertation. Previously existing meth-
ods capable of simulating multiple scattering correctly such as Monte Carlo path trac-
ing are extremely slow to converge, leading real-world users to use crude non-physical
approximations of multiple scattering or to ignore it altogether. Our photon mapping
approach described in Chapter 5 was among the ﬁrst to make physically-based multi-
ple scattering more eﬃcient, lowering computation times from days to small numbers
of hours for large hair assemblies. The follow-up work in Chapter 6 reduced memory
requirements while also bringing rendering times down even further to small numbers
of minutes—roughly the amount of time required to render single scattering alone. Ul-
timately, the work in this thesis provides for the ﬁrst time a robust, practical method for
calculating accurate multiple scattering in discrete random media that is both physically-
based and computationally eﬃcient, and we encourage its adoption in the visual eﬀects
and animation industries.
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